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Voorwoord
Het proefschrift dat voor u ligt heeft mij (meer dan) vier jaar gekost, ongeveer 10 dagen
per bladzijde. Het basis idee van dit onderzoek ontstond in december 1997 tijdens een
lunch in de mensa. Ik was me aan het inlezen in de wereld van de polaire gassen en
hoe die opgesloten kunnen worden. Mijn voorganger Rienk Jongma had beschreven hoe
metastabiel koolstofmonoxide (CO) opgesloten kan worden met behulp van een geladen
draad. Het leuke van CO is dat het in zijn laagste energietoestand ongevoelig is voor
elektrische velden. Als het echter licht met een golﬂengte van 206 nanometer absorbeert,
komt het in een toestand die zeer eenvoudig met elektrische velden is te manipuleren.
Op deze wijze wordt de interactie tussen het molecuul en het elektrische veld als het
ware aangeschakeld, wat nodig is om de moleculen in de val te krijgen. Terwijl ik me
aan het inlezen was, had ik vaak discussies met Gerard Meijer over wat het essentie¨le
verschil is tussen de interactie schakelen of het veld schakelen, en algemener wat een polair
molecuul doet als je een veld schakelt en of je dit zou kunnen gebruiken om moleculen
af te remmen. Geen van ons beide wist dat en eigenlijk niemand. Tijdens de bewuste
mensa lunch hadden Iwan Holleman, Gert von Helden, Gerard en ik het hier weer eens
over. Iwan, Gert en Gerard waren in die tijd begonnen met experimenten bij FELIX en
zaten daardoor met hun hoofd in de theorie van electronen-versnellers. Wij hadden het
er over of je ook neutrale deeltjes zou kunnen versnellen (of liever nog vertragen). Wij
besloten dat dit zou moeten kunnen en dat wij dit zouden moeten doen. Toen wij terug
kwamen van de mensa imponeerde Giel Berden ons, niet voor de eerste of laatste keer, met
zijn literatuur kennis. Hij had net op internet een abstract gevonden van een symposium
uit 1959 over een soortgelijk experiment. Echter in 1959 was de tijd nog niet rijp voor een
afremmer voor neutrale deeltjes. Gelukkig was in 1997 de tijd hier wel rijp voor, hoewel
het tot november 1998 heeft geduurd voordat de afremmer het daadwerkelijk deed. Dit is
te danken aan een heleboel mensen, maar aan een aantal mensen in het bijzonder.
In de normale gang van zaken vertelt een AIO aan de technicus wat hij nodig heeft en
vertelt de technicus de AIO wat hij kan krijgen. Met Andre´ van Roij als technicus gaat
dat wat anders, wat je krijgt is veel beter dan waar je om vraagt. Andre´, ik ben je zeer
dankbaar voor de vele kunstwerken die je de laatste vier jaar voor me gemaakt hebt.
Essentieel voor de experimenten die ik gedaan heb, zijn de geschakelde elektrische
velden. Chris Timmer heeft geweldige elektronica voor mij gebouwd. Chris ik ben je erg
dankbaar. Ik weet dat je heel wat spannende uren hebt doorgemaakt met de hoogspan-
ningpulsers. Behalve de pulsers heb je ook een hoogstandje geleverd met het maken van
de patroongenerator, het is onvoorstelbaar dat je logica ziet in de dradenbrij die daar in
zit.
Giel Berden bedankt voor je begeleiding. Het waren mooie dagen met een tevreden
snorrende ring-dye laser en heel af en toe een langzaam molecuul op de scoop. Jij onver-
stoorbaar aan de knoppen draaiend en ik de goden smekend om genoeg data voordat de
afremmer doorslaat. Het aantal langzame moleculen is gegroeid maar het is nooit leuker
geworden dan toen.
Ik heb het buitengewoon getroﬀen met Gerard Meijer als promotor. Gerard, ik had van
niemand meer kunnen leren dan van jou. Je beste eigenschap, instinct voor interessante
fysica is moeilijk aan te leren, maar je plezier in natuurkunde is zeer aanstekelijk. Ik ben
zeer trots om in de koude moleculen groep te mogen promoveren.
Rienk bedankt voor je steun tijdens het eerste trappen en de vele nuttige gesprekken
daarna. Gert bedankt voor je antwoord op vele vragen en het afstaan van je huis. Iwan be-
dankt voor de vele dingen die je me hebt geleerd over uiteenlopende onderwerpen. Bedankt
voor je hulp bij het simuleren. Gerrit Groenenboom bedankt voor je onmisbare hulp bij
het opzetten van het simulatie programma. Boris Sartakov en Marcel Snels bedankt voor
jullie steun in het begrijpen van ammoniak. Bretislav Friedrich bedankt voor het beter
maken van dit proefschrift, interessante discussies en formule 1.3. Derek Laine´ bedankt
voor nuttige discussies over AG-focusing en het opzoeken van oude artikelen. Norbert Her-
schbach en Jook Walraven bedankt voor uitleg over thermische verdelingen in atoomvallen.
Frank van Amerongen bedankt voor de mooie tekeningen van de opstelling. Peter van Dijk
bedankt voor aluminium-oxide ringen, goed tot elke spanning. Cor Sikkens en Peter Claus
bedankt voor jullie technische steun. Magda Speijers bedankt voor veel geregel. Peter van
der Wilt bedankt voor het beter maken van mijn samenvatting.
Rudy Peeters bedankt voor de jaren als kamergenoot. Het was me een genoegen.
Floris Crompvoets, Bas van de Meerakker, Jacqueline van Veldhoven, Paul Smeets, Michael
Ziskind en Allard Mosk bedankt voor goede jaren in de koude moleculen groep. Floris
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Chapter 1
General Introduction
Physicists try to understand the world around them both at an intuitive and at a quantita-
tive level. For centuries it was believed, after the great Greek philosophers, that knowledge
of nature could be acquired by observation and introspection only. Experiments were con-
sidered useless; nature would not allow to be interrogated, and would punish everyone who
tried it by only revealing nonsense. Relinquishing this belief, at the end of the dark ages,
had led to an unparalleled success of empirical sciences, which dramatically changed both
our view of nature and our way of living. Interrogating nature became the preferred way of
doing science. Physicists constantly try to arrange situations far from the ordinary where
subtle eﬀects become dominant. In the words of the German physicist and philosopher
Lichtenberg: ‘Man muss etwas Neues machen, um etwas Neues zu sehen’. This thesis deals
with cooling, slowing and trapping of molecules. In essence, a method is described that
makes it possible to cool molecules to temperatures that cannot be found anywhere else in
the universe but in the physicists’ laboratory.
The research described in this thesis started in the department of ‘Molecuul- en Laser-
fysica’ at the University of Nijmegen and has been continued at the FOM-Institute Rijn-
huizen in a department of the same name. The goal of molecular physics is to understand
the structure and (chemical) properties of molecules from their basic constituents. Gener-
ally, two approaches are used in order to achieve this goal: (i) Studying the interaction of
light with molecules (spectroscopy); (ii) Studying collisions between molecules. The ﬁrst
approach often uses lasers, therefore the added word ‘laser’ in the name of the department.
Lowering the temperature of the molecules to be studied has a profound impact on both
approaches.
This thesis describes a method to slow down a beam of polar molecules using time-
varying electric ﬁelds. When the molecules are decelerated to low velocities they will have
insuﬃcient kinetic energy to escape from the electric ﬁelds, and they will be trapped. In
this way molecules can be stored and studied over long periods of time.
This thesis is organized as follows: In the remainder of this chapter the motivation for
studying cold molecules is made more explicit, and an overview is given of other methods
to cool molecules. In Chapter II the interaction between molecules and electric ﬁelds is
outlined. In Chapter III and IV deceleration of a beam of metastable CO is presented,
using molecules in states which are either repelled by, or attracted to high electric ﬁelds.
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Finally, in Chapter V ammonia molecules are brought to a standstill and subsequently held
in an electrostatic trap.
1.1 Applications of Cold Molecules
The ability to control the motion of particles, ranging from neutrons, to ions, atoms and
ﬁnally molecules, has been a central theme in physics over the last twenty years. Since
in the last decade very powerful methods have been devised to cool atoms, the following
discussion will emphasize applications which cannot, or not easily, be performed using cold
atoms. Some experiments discussed here might already be possible with the densities and
temperatures achieved in this work. Some other applications, however, require cooling to
signiﬁcantly lower temperatures.
1.1.1 High Resolution Spectroscopy
What we experience as an agreeable temperature is in fact due to a constant bombard-
ment of our skin by very fast molecules. At room temperature the average velocity of air
molecules around us is about 500 m/s, corresponding to about 2000 km/hour. Only at
very low temperatures, close to the absolute zero (0 K=−273.15 ◦C), will the molecules
come to rest. Ammonia molecules at a temperature of 25 mK have an average velocity
of 5 m/s. The high velocities at ordinary temperatures limit our ability to study the
molecules. Ultimately, the resolution of molecular spectroscopy is limited by the time the
molecule spends in the measuring device. Since a normal apparatus has a length on the
order of 1 meter, the time one has to study a molecule moving at 500 m/s will be limited
to a few milliseconds, which in turn limits the width of the observed spectral line to a
few kHz. Cooling the molecules down to milliKelvin temperatures improves the attainable
resolution by orders of magnitude. Besides the interaction time, the resolution depends on
the number of molecules that are detected; if too much signal will be lost this will be the
bottleneck in the experiment. In most cases the improved resolution will not justify the
trouble associated with cooling molecules. However, there are a number of cases in which
it is needed to have the highest possible resolution, and some of those will be explained
here.
Time Reversal Symmetry Violation
At very high precision an atom or molecule is no longer adequately described as a system
containing protons, neutrons and electrons only. Rather, it is necessary to include a sea of
virtual particles surrounding them, allowed to exist, for very short times, by the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle. Therefore, by performing very sensitive spectroscopic measurements
we can learn how these virtual particles interact with the constituents of an atom or a
molecule. This ushers atomic and molecular physics in an area which has traditionally
been reserved to particle physicists. Of particular interest are interactions which lead to
a nonzero electric dipole moment (EDM) of an electron and of other elementary particles.
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The dipole moment is a measure for the charge distribution of the particle. Since the
electron is assumed to be a point charge, however, the EDM is considered to be a measure
of the average displacement of the electron charge from the electron’s center of mass. An
EDM would imply an asymmetry with respect to time reversal (T), commonly referred to as
T-violation. So far, the only system known to violate T is the neutral Kaon. T-violation has
deep consequences for the evolution of the universe, in particular, the question of the baryon
asymmetry (i.e., the fact that the universe seems to be built almost entirely out of matter,
where one might expect an equal distribution of matter and anti-matter). According
to the Standard Model, the EDM of the electron is too small to be detected by any
presently conceivable method. However, it is generally believed that the Standard Model
is incomplete, and extensions to the Standard Model predict considerably larger values
for the electron dipole moment, comparable to, or larger than, the current experimental
upper limit. Increasing the experimental accuracy may therefore make it possible to either
exclude these theories or to see evidence for physics beyond the standard model (Hunter,
1991; Hinds and Sauer, 1997).
A possible electric dipole moment of the electron necessarily lies along the angular
momentum axis. If it were to lie along a diﬀerent axis we would have to require a new
quantum number to describe the projection of the EDM along the angular momentum axis
(‘EDM-up’ or ‘EDM-down’). In that case Pauli’s exclusion principle would allow us to
store twice as many electrons in each shell than we observe. The electric dipole moment
can therefore be measured by orienting the angular momentum axis with respect to an
auxiliary electric ﬁeld and looking for a diﬀerence in energy on reversing the polarity of
the electric ﬁeld. Obviously, we cannot perform this measurement on a free electron as
it would crash into the electrodes immediately. A possible way out of this diﬃculty is to
measure the permanent EDM of a neutral atom or molecule1 having an unpaired electron
and then attempt to interpret the result in terms of the free electron. Intuitively we would
expect the applied electric ﬁeld to be screened completely by the other charges in the atom
or molecule, and therefore, the atom or molecule to have no permanent EDM, even though
their constituents do. This is indeed true for a point particle in a non-relativistic limit,
however in high-Z atoms and molecules the electrons move at very high velocities in the
vicinity of the nucleus, and relativistic properties are in fact very important. In this case
the eﬀective electric ﬁeld on the electron can actually be much larger than the applied
ﬁeld. The auxiliary ﬁeld is used merely to orient this internal electric ﬁeld with respect to
the lab-frame (Schiﬀ, 1963; Sandars, 1965). Note that the EDM of an atom or molecule
can be induced by T-violating interactions between its constituents even in the absence of
intrinsic EDM’s.
We can express the eﬀective electric ﬁeld experienced by the unpaired electron in an
atom or molecule in the form εeﬀ =QP , where Q is a factor which includes all details
of the atomic or molecular structure (including relativistic eﬀects) and P is the degree
1not to be confused with the electric dipole moment of a polar molecule. The shift in energy due to the
interaction between an electric dipole moment of a polar molecule and an external electric ﬁeld is quadratic
at small electric ﬁelds. The shift due to the interaction of a permanent EDM with an external ﬁeld, on
the other hand, is linear at small electric ﬁelds and therefore depends on the direction of the electric ﬁeld
as well as on its absolute size.
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of polarization of the system by the external ﬁeld. For Q typical values for both atoms
and molecules are Q ∼ (10-100) × 109 V/cm × (Z/80)3; the dependence on the mass-
number, Z, reﬂects the fact that both the electric ﬁelds and the relativistic eﬀects are
large in the vicinity of heavy nuclei (DeMille et al., 2000). Q is similar for both atoms
and molecules. Since polar molecules are readily polarized in an electric ﬁeld, P is ∼1 at
modest external electric ﬁelds. For atoms, however, P is 100-1000 times smaller even at
the highest attainable electric ﬁelds. The eﬀective electric ﬁeld on an electron in a molecule
is therefore 100-1000 times bigger than on an electron in an atom.
The sensitivity of any experiment searching for an EDM depends both on the size of the
energy shift, ∆E=|deεeﬀ |, with de the size of the EDM and εeﬀ the eﬀective electric ﬁeld,
and on the ability to measure this shift. The most accurate experiment on the EDM of
the electron up to now has been performed on atoms (Regan et al., 2002), for which much
more sensitive techniques are available. It is expected, however, that ultimately the huge
internal ﬁelds available in polar molecules will be decisive, and that the most sensitive
measurement of the EDM will be performed on a molecule (Hudson et al., 2002). The
ability to cool the molecules down to milliKelvin temperatures will improve the resolution
by orders of magnitude (Egorov et al., 2001).
Weak Interactions in Chiral Molecules
Chiral molecules occur in two forms which are mirror images of one another and cannot
be superimposed. Naively, one would expect these molecules to be identical in all their
behavior. There is in fact a large diﬀerence in the biochemical properties of left and
right-handed enantiomers. All living organisms contain left-handed amino acids only. It
may be asked, therefore, if there is an intrinsic diﬀerence between the chemical properties
of the enantiomers which gives rise to the preference of one particular form in chemical
reactions. This diﬀerence, however small, caused a full selection of one enantiomer in the
centuries that have evolved since the ﬁrst appearance of living organisms on earth. The
only interaction known to violate mirror symmetry, referred to as parity-violation, is the
weak interaction. An energy diﬀerence between the right- and left-handed molecules would
therefore be a manifestation of the weak interaction in molecules (Rein, 1974; Letokhov,
1975).
The simplest chiral molecule one could think of is NHDT, an isotopomer of ammonia.
Unfortunately, this molecules is radioactive and therefore troublesome to work with. Fur-
thermore, the energy diﬀerence is expected to be larger for molecules having at least one
heavy atom on the periphery. The most sensitive measurement up to now has been per-
formed on CHFClBr. In this experiment the spectra of the two enantiomers of CHFClBr
are recorded simultaneously in a twin cavity (Daussy et al., 1999; Ziskind et al., 2002).
The resolution is currently limited by chemical impurities in the cell. It is expected that
the next experiment will be performed using a molecular beam. The ability to decelerate
this beam will improve the resolution further.
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Time Dependence of Fundamental Constants
Time is the most accurately measured quantity in nature. Since 1967 the second has been
deﬁned as 9 192 631 770 periods of the radiation correponding to the transition between
two hyperﬁne states in 133Cs. Atomic frequency standards are, therefore, casually referred
to as atomic clocks (Jones, 2000). Interesting physics can be performed by comparing
two atomic clocks. For instance the time variation of the ﬁne structure constant α can be
tested by simultaneously measuring transitions with a diﬀerent dependence in α. Temporal
changes of α would result in a shift between the ratio of two measured frequencies as a
function of time. Variation of fundamental constants are expected as a consequence of the
expanding universe (Webb et al., 2001).
The long lifetime of vibrationally excited states in molecules makes vibrational transi-
tions very suitable for metrology purposes. A test of the time dependence of α could be
performed by phase coherent comparison between an electronic and vibrational transition
in a trapped molecule (Ye, 2002).
Lifetime Measurements
Besides the energy of a level, an interesting quantity of a state is its lifetime. Conventional
molecular beam techniques limit the determination of lifetimes up to a few milliseconds.
By storing molecules in a trap much longer lifetimes can be measured. This makes it
possible to study the lifetimes of vibrationally or electronically excited metastable states.
Molecules can be prepared in these states either in a trap or prior to deceleration. By
measuring the trap-loss spectrum, also transitions can be measured which are diﬃcult to
detect otherwise.
1.1.2 Cold Collisions
Quantum Chemistry
At the end of the 19th century, it was thought that there was a qualitative diﬀerence
between light, described as waves, and atoms and molecules, described as particles. How-
ever, this diﬀerence was only an appearance. Under certain conditions, light behaves like
particles, as was shown in 1905 by Albert Einstein. And, conversely, under certain condi-
tions particles behave like waves, as was shown by Louis de Broglie in 1923. The extent to
which molecules behave as a wave depends on their temperature. At room temperature the
length of the wave which is associated with an ammonia molecule is 0.23 A˚, much smaller
than the (classical) separation between the nitrogen atom and the hydrogen atoms which
make up the ammonia molecule. At 25 mK the associated wavelength is 25 A˚, considerably
larger than this separation. Cooling molecules to very low temperatures gives access to
an exotic regime for chemical reactivity, governed by quantum tunneling and resonances
(Herschbach, 1999; Balakrishnan and Dalgarno, 2001).
Besides studying cold collisions in a static sample of molecules, cold collisions can also
be studied using a crossed molecular beam setup. The ability to tune the molecular beam
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velocity allows collision cross sections to be determined as a function of the collision en-
ergy. Interesting eﬀects are predicted for collisions at small but non-zero collision energies.
Calculations show that elastic and in-elastic cross sections show sharp resonances at low
collision energies (0-100 cm−1), increasing the cross section by two orders of magnitude
at these energies (Balakrishnan et al., 2000). Particularly, unusual resonant states can be
formed when the colliding molecules begin to rotate, leaving them with insuﬃcient trans-
lational energy to overcome their van der Waals attraction. These resonances are foreign
to cold atom-atom collisions since they arise from the rearrangement of rotational energy;
at low enough temperatures, translational energy is transferred by the anisotropy of the
potential energy surface (PES) into rotational energy, eﬀectively binding the molecules
transiently together. This type of resonance is ubiquitous in cold molecule-molecule colli-
sions because the enormous number of internal molecular states lead to an equally large
number of resonant states. Measurement of this predicted structure yields unprecedented
opportunities to investigate ﬁne details of the potential energy surface of the interacting
species, giving complementary information to conventional spectroscopy of collision com-
plexes (Heijmen et al., 1999; Balakrishnan et al., 2000)
Quantum Degenerate Gases
When a particle is trapped, its de Broglie wave will be reﬂected by the walls of the trap and
interferes with itself. As a consequence, the particle will no longer be able to have just any
velocity it chooses; only certain discrete energies are allowed. At elevated temperatures
these discrete energies lie inﬁnitesimally close to each other. At very low temperatures,
however, the separation between the levels becomes signiﬁcant and only the lowest few
levels in the trap are populated. A very interesting situation occurs when the de Broglie
wavelength of a group of particles is larger than the mean particle separation. In that
case the outcome depends on the symmetry of the particles. When the particles consist
of an even number of constituents (neutrons, protons and electrons) they will follow Bose-
Einstein statistics. Bosonic particles prefer to populate the same state. If we cool down
a trapped bosonic gas, all particles will, at some point, suddenly jump to the lowest trap
state. This transition is called Bose-Einstein condensation and was ﬁrst observed in 1995
in a gas of rubidium atoms (Anderson et al., 1995). A Bose-Einstein condensate has
some very intriguing properties. Since all atoms are in the same quantum state, they are
indistinguishable; not just in practice, but fundamentally, they have become some sort of a
super-atom. When the particles consist of an odd number of constituents they will follow
Fermi-Dirac statistics. In this case each level in the trap can be occupied by one particle
only. When we cool down a trapped fermionic gas, at some point all states up to a certain
temperature will be ﬁlled. When the gas is then further cooled, the cloud will no longer
shrink due to the ‘Fermi pressure’ resulting from the Pauli exclusion principle. This has
recently been observed in a lithium gas (Truscott et al., 2001).
The most interesting property of degenerate quantum gases is that although the atoms
behave fully quantum-mechanically, the cloud of atoms is in fact a few micrometers large.
If a degenerate molecular gas is formed there is the possibility to study its behavior for
molecules in selected vibrational and (end-over-end) rotational states. Arguably, the most
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interesting aspect of molecules compared to atoms is their dipole-dipole interaction.
Dipole-Dipole Interaction
Two molecules having a dipole moment of 1 Debye, spaced at a distance of 1 µm apart
have an interaction energy corresponding to 170 nK. Depending on the relative orientation
of these dipoles this interaction is attractive or repulsive. At very low temperature, when
the translational energy becomes comparable to the dipole-dipole interaction energy, the
trapped molecules inﬂuence each others trajectories. It is predicted that the molecules will
form a dipolar crystal analog to an ionic crystal in ion traps (Shlyapnikov, 2001).
The dipole-dipole interaction also dramatically changes the properties of a degenerate
gas (Baranov et al., 2002). All experiments on BEC so far are well described by the Gross-
Pitaevskii equation. This equation incorporates all atom-atom interactions in the so-called
mean ﬁeld interparticle interaction, given by 4πh¯2a/m times the number of atoms, with a
being the scattering length. When the interaction is repulsive (positive scattering length),
the BEC will be stable for any number of atoms. When the interaction is attractive
(negative scattering length) the BEC will be stable only for a condensate with a limited
number of atoms, as is the case for 7Li and 85Rb. For all atomic species thus far condensed
the (magnetic) dipole-dipole interaction can be neglected compared to the contact potential
(Go´ral et al., 2000). The electric dipole-dipole interaction is, however, typically 3 orders
of magnitude stronger than its magnetic counterpart, and dominates the interaction. In
a polarized polar gas the interaction depends on the geometry of the trap. In a cigar-
shaped trap along the direction of polarization of the molecules, the interaction is mainly
attractive. Conversely, in pancake traps the interaction is mainly repulsive. By changing
the geometry of the trap one therefore has a knob to tune the interaction in the gas,
thus oﬀering new possibilities for controlling and engineering macroscopic quantum states
(Santos et al., 2000).
The interaction in the gas plays a decisive role in Fermi gases. When a Fermi gas is
cooled below the Fermi temperature, the cloud can no longer shrink. It is proposed, how-
ever, that at a certain temperature the cloud may collapse due to interparticle interactions.
The fermions will form pairs which behave as pseudo-bosons. This is the standard Bardeen-
Cooper-Schrieﬀer theory of superconductivity in metals. Due to the Pauli-principle, the
interaction between identical fermions vanishes at ultracold temperatures. In order to
observe the superﬂuid transition in dilute atomic gases one therefore needs simultaneous
trapping of at least two diﬀerent fermionic species. The constraint on the relative con-
centrations of these species is rather severe. Ultracold polar gases, on the other hand,
interact via dipole-dipole interactions, which are energy independent in the ultracold limit.
Therefore, the BCS-transitions can be obtained in a single-component polar Fermi-gas.
For 15ND3 the transition is predicted to occur at temperatures larger than 100 nK at a
density of >5×1012 molecules/cm3 (Baranov et al., 2001).
Another interesting area of research is the interaction between trapped dipoles in an
optical lattice. Depending on the exact geometry, the dipoles are ordered according to a
certain pattern. The long-range character of the dipole-dipole interactions allows for the
existence of not only Mott-insulating and superﬂuid phases, which have been observed
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recently in an atomic gas (Greiner et al., 2002), but also several other phases such as
supersolid, checkerboard and collapse phases (Go´ral et al., 2002). The possibility to tune
the interaction may permit to realize all diﬀerent phases experimentally. This allows a
detailed experimental study of quantum phase transitions. Polar molecules in an optical
lattice might also be used in quantum computation; in this design, the qubits, the quantum
equivalent of a bit, are the electric dipole moments of ultracold molecules, oriented along
or against an external electric ﬁeld. Coupling between the bits occurs via the electric
dipole-dipole interaction (DeMille, 2002).
1.2 Cooling Techniques
In a conservative system, the density of a group of particles and its temperature are cou-
pled through the Liouville theorem; lowering of the temperature can be accomplished by
an accompanying decrease in density only. The number of molecules per space interval
(density) and velocity interval (temperature) is referred to as the phase-space density. The
techniques which lower the temperature of a gas and lead to an increase of the phase-space
density are referred to as real cooling, as opposed to cooling techniques which only lower
the temperature at the expense of the density.
Throughout this thesis we will use as deﬁnition for the phase-space density,
D = nΛ3, (1.1)
where n is the number density and Λ=
(
2πh¯2/mkT
)1/2
is the thermal de Broglie wave-
length. This quantity is sometimes referred to as the degeneracy parameter of a gas. The
degeneracy parameter is a measure of the de Broglie wavelength of the particles, expressed
in terms of the particles’ separation. In the Boltzmann regime (far from quantum degener-
acy, D  1), the degeneracy parameter is equal to the number of molecules per space and
velocity interval, and thus equivalent to the deﬁnition of phase-space density in classical
mechanics.
1.2.1 Laser Cooling
Over the last decades, immense progress has been made in gaining control over the motion
of neutral atoms. These developments have been made possible by the use of laser-cooling
(Chu, 1998; Cohen-Tannoudji, 1998; Phillips, 1998); atoms are cooled by many consecutive
absorption-emission cycles leading to a signiﬁcant momentum transfer from the photons
in the laser beam to the atom. Laser light acts as a friction force, damping the motion
of the atoms and thereby increasing their phase-space density. Using normal laser-cooling
techniques, atoms are routinely cooled to temperatures below 1 mK (70 µK for Rb) at a
density of 1010 atoms per cm3, or more. By using techniques such as polarization gradient
cooling even lower temperatures can be obtained (7 µK for Rb). The number of atoms
and the density are limited by radiation trapping of the cooling light and by excited state
collisions. To avoid this limitation traps are used which keep the atoms in so-called ‘dark’
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hyperﬁne states for most of the times. This allows for a conﬁnement of 1010 atoms at a
density of 1012 atoms per cm3 (Metcalf and van der Straten, 1999).
1.2.2 Evaporative Cooling
When a gas is conﬁned at a suﬃciently high density, the collisions in the trapped gas will
(tend to) establish a thermodynamic equilibrium. The energy distribution of the particles
is given by a Boltzmann distribution. However, in a trap with a ﬁnite depth, a certain
fraction of the atoms has an energy which exceeds the trap depth. These atoms will escape
the trap. Since the atoms which are expelled have a higher energy than the average, the
temperature decreases, and a new equilibrium will be established, etc.. The rate of the
evaporative cooling depends on the number of elastic collisions in the gas, and thus on
the density, and on the depth of the trap compared to the temperature of the trapped
gas (η=T/kT ). The evaporation must compete with heating processes such as inelastic
collisions and collisions with background gas. By keeping η ﬁxed (for instance by lowering
the frequency of a microwave-knife which limits the trap depth by inducing transitions
to untrapped states) the density will increase and so will the rate of evaporative cooling.
This is termed run-away evaporative cooling. In this way the phase-space density increases
considerably (Ketterle and van Druten, 1996). This has been the ﬁnal step in experiments
which have led to Bose-Einstein Condensation in alkali gases (and hydrogen). In the ﬁrst
demonstration of BEC at JILA in 1995, 4×106 rubidium atoms were laser-cooled to a
temperature of 90 µK at a peak density of 4×1010 atoms/cm3, corresponding to a phase-
space density of 3×10−7. After an evaporation sweep of 70 s, the BEC transition took
place, with 2×104 atoms at a peak density of 3×1012 atoms/cm3 and a temperature of
170 nK (Anderson et al., 1995). Since the ﬁrst demonstration, numerous other groups
have succeeded in obtaining BEC. BEC has now been observed in 1H, 4He∗, 7Li, 23Na,
41K, 85Rb and 87Rb. Potassium is a particular interesting case: due to its less than ideal
electronic structure, the phase-space density of laser-cooled Potassium is (∼100 times) too
small to allow for evaporative cooling towards BEC. Even so, Bose-Einstein condensation
has recently been achieved by sympathetically cooling potassium atoms with rubidium
atoms (Modugno et al., 2001).
1.2.3 Molecular Cooling
Extending the laser-cooling techniques to molecules is very diﬃcult. Laser-cooling requires
a ’simple’ energy level structure, making it possible to cycle many transitions without oﬀ-
resonant ﬂuorescence. This excludes most atoms and all molecules. The problem is not due
to the rotation of the molecule; transitions between diﬀerent rotational states are governed
by strict selection rules, and for a variety of molecules transitions can be found that are
rotationally and electronically closed. The problem is due to the vibration of the molecule,
as transitions between diﬀerent vibrational states are governed by Franck-Condon factors,
i.e., the overlap of the corresponding wavefunctions. After spontaneous emission molecules
therefore generally end up distributed over a large number of vibrational states. A possible
exception to this might be the NH radical which has a transition around 337 nm with a
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Franck-Condon factor better than 0.999 (van de Meerakker et al., 2001). IR transitions
are too weak for eﬀective laser-cooling.
Due to these problems, molecules have long been regarded as not amenable to cooling
and trapping experiments. In 1998, thirteen years after the ﬁrst neutral atoms were trapped
(Migdall et al., 1985), two diﬀerent methods were demonstrated to cool and trap molecules
(Weinstein et al., 1998a; Takekoshi et al., 1998)
Buﬀer-gas Cooling
Cryogenic methods have been used to cool hydrogen to milliKelvin temperatures since
the 1970s. This technique can be applied to hydrogen because hydrogen has a very small
binding energy to a helium (covered) surface. All other atoms or molecules, except for
of course helium, will stick to the walls at these temperatures. At temperatures of a few
hunderd milliKelvin helium still has quite a high vapor pressure, high enough to be used
as a buﬀer gas. If other atoms or molecules are introduced into the cryogenic cell they will
be cooled by the helium vapor to low enough temperatures to make them trappable in a
super-conducting magnetic trap. In order to ensure that the atoms or molecules thermalize
before impinging on the walls of the cryogenic cell surrounding the trap, the density of the
buﬀer gas needs to be large enough to allow for thermalization on a length scale smaller
than the size of the cell. This puts a lower limit on the temperature of the buﬀer gas.
For 3He and 4He, temperatures as low as 240 mK and 800 mK can be used, respectively,
for a cell on the order of 1 cm. Buﬀer-gas cooling is developed by the group of Doyle at
Harvard (Doyle et al., 1995; Friedrich et al., 1998). About 1×1012 Europium (Kim et al.,
1997) and Chromium (Weinstein et al., 1998b) atoms were loaded into a magnetic trap at
a peak density of 5×1012 atoms/cm3 and at a temperature of around 300 mK. Using the
same technique, the group reported trapping of about 108 CaH molecules at a density of
8×107 molecules/cm3 and at a temperature of 400 mK (Weinstein et al., 1998a). Buﬀer-
gas cooling and trapping is applicable to any paramagnetic molecule (or atom) provided
that a means is available to introduce the molecule into the cryogenic cell. So far, laser
ablation of a solid pre-cursor has been used. A more general way might be to couple an
atomic or molecular beam into the cryogenic cell (Egorov et al., 2002). In this way a larger
number of molecules might be trapped. In order to obtain a truly isolated sample of cold
molecules, the buﬀer gas needs to be rapidly pumped out after loading of the trap. This
has already been demonstrated for Europium and Chromium, but for CaH the 1/e lifetime
of the trapped molecules is only 0.6 s, shorter than the time currently needed to pump away
the buﬀer gas (about 20 s) (deCarvalho et al., 1999). This rather short trapping lifetime
is attributed to evaporation (low η) of CaH molecules over the edge of the trap2. This
is less of a problem for europium and chromium for which the trap is much deeper (high
η); europium and chromium have a magnetic dipole moment of 7 and 6 Bohr-magneton,
respectively, while CaH has a magnetic dipole moment of only 1 Bohr-magneton.
2In this case, evaporation does not lead to a decrease of the temperature since the molecules are still
in thermal contact with the walls of the cryogenic cell.
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Association of cold atoms
The problems of cooling molecules can be avoided by forming molecules from laser-cooled
atoms. Due to energy and momentum conservation, two colliding atoms can only form
a molecule if a third particle is present3. In a photoassociation process, two atoms reso-
nantly absorb one photon to form a molecule in a ro-vibrational level of an electronically
excited state (Thorsheim et al., 1987). In this way ultracold H2 (Mosk et al., 1999), He
∗
2
(Herschbach et al., 2000), Li2 (Abraham et al., 1995), Na2 (Lett et al., 1993), K2 (Nikolov
et al., 1999), Ca2 (Zinner et al., 2000), Rb2 (Miller et al., 1993; Gabbanini et al., 2000)
and Cs2 (Fioretti et al., 1998) have been formed. The formation of molecules is deduced
from an observed reduction in the number of trapped atoms as a function of the wave-
length of the photoassociation laser. In some cases, the produced molecules have also been
detected directly (Fioretti et al., 1998; Nikolov et al., 1999; Gabbanini et al., 2000). The
photoassociation spectrum exhibits lines of a sharpness comparable to bound-bound tran-
sitions, and so the formation of molecules can be very eﬃcient. However, the lifetime of a
photoassociated molecule is short, and after a few nanoseconds the molecule will decay by
spontaneous emission, usually giving back a pair of atoms. Essential for the formation of
stable molecules is the branching ratio between bound-bound and bound-free transitions.
Favorable cases are Cs2 and Rb2, that, due to the existence of a double well structure in
long-range excited states, have a fairly large Franck-Condon overlap. Formation rates of
up to 0.2 molecule per second per atom have been obtained (Drag et al., 2000). Similar
formation rates have been observed for K2 using a more elaborate scheme (Nikolov et al.,
2000). The translational temperature of the molecules can be as low as that of the atoms
from which they are formed. The cold molecular sample formed after spontaneous emis-
sion of the photoassociated molecules is in a statistical mixture of diﬀerent ro-vibrational
levels. In order to obtain molecules in a selected state only (preferably the ground state),
stimulated Raman schemes have been applied (Laburthe Tolra et al., 2001). Formation
of mixed-alkali species is also being pursued (Shaﬀer et al., 1999), but has turned out
to be considerably more diﬃcult due to a less favorable Franck-Condon overlap for the
free-bound transition. The formation of 6Li7Li has been demonstrated (Schlo¨der et al.,
2001).
Recently, photoassociation of atoms has been demonstrated in a Bose-Einstein con-
densate (Wynar et al., 2000; Gerton et al., 2000; McKenzie et al., 2002). The group of
Heinzen has observed free-bound stimulated Raman transitions with a linewidth as small
as 1.5 kHz (Wynar et al., 2000). This provides the possibility to couple an atomic con-
densate to a molecular condensate; the matter analog of frequency doubling of laser light.
The group of Wieman has produced coherent coupling between atoms and molecules in an
85Rb condensate using a time-varying magnetic ﬁeld near a Feshbach resonance (Donley
et al., 2002). A Feshbach resonance is a scattering resonance for which the total energy of
two colliding atoms just matches the energy of a bound molecular state. The atoms and
molecules generally have a diﬀerent magnetic moment and the diﬀerence depends on the
magnetic ﬁeld strength. Therefore by changing the duration and magnitude of the mag-
3Hence the stability of trapped gases.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic view of a supersonic expansion. A high pressure gas is expanded
through a small hole into vacuum. The inset shows the velocity distribution of room
temperature ammonia molecules in the container and in the supersonic beam. By using
a noble gas as carrier the velocity distribution is further narrowed. The terminal velocity
of the ammonia molecules will then be the same as that of the carrier gas (2000 m/s for
He, 340 m/s for Xe).
netic ﬁeld the amount of coupling between the atoms and molecules is tuned. The group
of Wieman observed the oscillation between an atomic and molecular condensate. Since
the formed molecules are highly excited (the distance between the atoms in the molecules
is essentially the same as their distance in the condensate) they are likely to undergo an
inelastic collision with an atom in the condensate. In order to obtain a stable molecular
condensate it is necessary to bring the molecules down to their rovibrational ground state
(Kokkelmans et al., 2001).
Once formed, the molecules can be trapped in a number of ways. The group of
Knize ﬁrst demonstrated trapping of molecules that were formed from laser-cooled atoms
(Takekoshi et al., 1998). Using an intense CO2 laser they managed to trap a small number
of Cs-dimers. These molecules were formed by three body collisions between the trapped
atoms. More recently the groups of Pillet (Vanhaecke et al., 2002) and Heinzen (Heinzen
et al., 2002) have reported magnetic trapping of photoassociated molecules. Vanhaecke
et al. (2002) reported trapping of about 1×105 molecules at a temperature below 100 µK.
Supersonic Expansion
A powerful and general method to cool a gas is by letting it expand through a nozzle into
vacuum. Let us consider a container with a high pressure gas (typically 1-5 atm.). In
the container there is a small hole through which the molecules emerge into vacuum, as
shown in Fig. 1.1. If the hole is much smaller than the mean free path of the gas (the
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mean distance that a molecule travels before it collides with another molecule) the velocity
distribution inside the container will not be disturbed. Every now and then molecules
escape through the hole, without suﬀering from collisions while they leave the container.
The velocity distribution in the beam is the same as it was in the container. These beams
are said to be eﬀusive.
If, on the other hand, the oriﬁce is much larger than the mean free path, the situation
is drastically changed. Molecules escaping through the hole collide frequently. Molecules
close to the hole no longer suﬀer from collisions from the right, where the molecules that just
escaped through the hole used to be. They will, however, still collide with molecules to the
left from them. Therefore, the molecules experience a net force pushing them to the right
(towards the hole). The molecules in the beam no longer have the same speed distribution
as in the container; during the expansion the faster molecules collide with slower molecules
ﬂying ahead, and the average velocity in the beam is faster than the average velocity in
an eﬀusive beam. The velocity distribution is also narrower, corresponding to a lower
temperature.
We can describe the expansion in terms of a hydrodynamic ﬂow. Since the expansion
occurs rapidly, it can assumed to be adiabatic. The total energy of a mole of gas is the sum
of the translational energy, K, the internal energy, U (vibrational and rotational energy),
the potential energy pV , and the kinetic-ﬂow energy 1
2
Mv¯2, which will be constant during
the expansion. The pressure in the beam is much smaller than in the container. Therefore,
K0 + U0 + p0V0 = K + U +
1
2
Mv¯2, (1.2)
where the zero subscripts denote quantities in the container.
Ultimately, all energy is converted into kinetic ﬂow energy, implying a translational
temperature equal to zero in the moving frame of the molecular beam. In reality, the tem-
perature is limited due to ﬁnite collision cross sections and the formation of clusters. By
the formation of clusters energy is released which will heat the beam. Cluster-formation
can be reduced by using a noble gas as carrier gas. Noble gases cluster only at very low
temperatures and act as a heat-sink in the expansion. Best results are obtained using a
mixture of a few percent of the molecules of interest in the carrier gas. In this way trans-
lational temperatures below 1 K and rotational temperatures below 5 K can be obtained.
The vibrational temperatures are higher, typically some 50 K. It is interesting to note
that these numbers are lower than one would expect from values of the elastic and inelas-
tic cross sections at room temperature; as the temperature in the beam drops, the cross
sections will increase, increasing the number of collisions that take place. The terminal
velocity of the beam, determined by the carrier gas, is usually faster than the local speed
of sound (therefore, the expansion is said to be supersonic). For a pulsed beam this has as
a consequence that disturbances at the end of the beam cannot inﬂuence the beam that
has already formed.
Let us calculate the evolution of the phase-space density in the beam. Since the expan-
sion is assumed to be isentropic, the following relation holds
n = n0
(
T
T0
) 1
γ−1
, (1.3)
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where T0, n0 and T , n are the temperature and number density in the container and in the
beam, respectively, and γ is the Poisson coeﬃcient (Miller, 1988; Reif, 1965). We can use
this relation to calculate the phase-space density before and after the expansion. Using
Eq. (1.1), we ﬁnd
D = n
(
2πh¯2
mkT
) 3
2
= n0
(
T
T0
) 1
γ−1
(
2πh¯2
mkT
) 3
2
. (1.4)
γ is related to the number of degrees of freedom, for a mono-atomic gas γ=5/3 and we ﬁnd
D = n0
(
T
T0
) 1
5/3−1
(
2πh¯2
mkT
) 3
2
= n0
(
2πh¯2
mkT0
) 3
2
, (1.5)
and thus that the phase-space remains constant throughout the expansion. Molecules have
internal degrees of freedom and, therefore, a smaller γ. For small molecules, such as CO
and NH3, the population in the excited vibrational levels can be neglected and we need
to account for their rotational degrees of freedom only. For NH3 at room-temperature
γ=9/7, and we ﬁnd that the phase-space density decreases as (T/T0)
2. Here we assume
γ to be independent of temperature. For an expansion of pure ammonia we therefore
expect a decrease in phase-space density of more than 3 orders of magnitude. This is the
phase-space density integrated over all levels. In the expansion the rotational temperature
decreases and the population in lowest levels increases. The decrease in phase-space density
is merely a compensation for the entropy decrease which is associated with this rotational
cooling.
Let us now turn to a seeded beam. If the fraction of the seed gas is small the heat
released by the seed gas can be neglected, and, therefore, the temperature and density
in the seeded beam are essentially the same as those in an unseeded beam. In this case
the phase-space density of the seed gas integrated over all levels is approximately the
same as in the container (using an average value for γ we ﬁnd for a 1% mixture a phase-
space density decrease of 4%, for a 15% mixture the phase-space density in the beam is
2 times lower than in the container). The phase-space density of molecules in the rotational
ground state will greatly increase. Let us calculate the expected phase-space density of
a mixture of 1% deuterated ammonia in 1.5 atm. Xenon at a temperature of 200 Kelvin
(see chapter V). Using P=nkT , we ﬁnd a density of ammonia molecules in the container
of 5.5×1017 molecules/cm3. At 200 K, Λ=0.28 A˚, and thus the phase-space density of
ND3 integrated over all levels is 1.2×10−8. In the beam the translational temperature of
the beam is around 1 Kelvin. At this temperature, Λ=3.9 A˚, and we expect a density of
2.0×1014 molecules/cm3. Only the lowest rotational levels will be populated in the beam.
Roughly 20% of the ammonia molecules will be in the |J=1,MK=−1〉 state implying a
phase-space density of ND3 molecules in this quantum-state of 2.5×10−9. In Chapter V
experiments are described in which molecules in this state are decelerated and trapped.
Deceleration of a Molecular Beam
Various methods are currently being explored to translate the high phase-space densities
from the moving frame of the molecular beam to the laboratory frame. One method that
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has been demonstrated by Gupta and Herschbach (1999, 2001), uses a counter rotating
beam source. By letting the rotor spin at the suitable rate the velocity of the beam
is largely canceled, and a beam is produced which travels in the laboratory frame with
a speed of a few tens of meters per second. In this way beams of CH3F, O2 and SF6
have been produced with mean velocities of 91 m/s, 67 m/s and 55 m/s, respectively.
These velocities correspond to a temperature in the laboratory frame of 17 K, 8.6 K and
27 K, respectively. The phase-space density that is obtained depends on the stagnation
pressure and the temperature of the source. The centrifugal action of the rotating nozzle
signiﬁcantly enhances the pressure of the gas, which is however limited by the available
pumping capacity. Gupta and Herschbach use continuous beams for which the peak density
is typically 1000 times lower than pulsed beams.
Another method that has been proposed is trapping of molecules in the focus of an
intense laser beam which moves along with the molecular beam, either literally, by using a
scoop (Friedrich, 2000) or eﬀectively, by using a moving standing wave (Stapelfeldt et al.,
1997; Corkum et al., 1999; Barker and Shneider, 2001). By gradually lowering the velocity
of the laser trap, the molecules can be decelerated. This method is particularly suited for
highly polarizable molecules such as I2.
This thesis describes the use of time-varying electric ﬁelds to decelerate a supersonic
beam of polar molecules.
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Chapter 2
Manipulation of Polar Molecules
2.1 The Force on a Polar Molecule
Polar molecules are molecules having an asymmetric charge distribution, with one end of
the molecule more positively and one end more negatively charged. This charge separation
leads to a so-called electric dipole moment. The interaction of the dipole moment with
an external electric ﬁeld is known as the Stark eﬀect. In this chapter it is shown how the
Stark eﬀect can be used to manipulate neutral molecules.
2.1.1 The Stern-Gerlach Experiment
In Fig. 2.1 a classical dipole is sketched in the ﬁeld formed by two wedged ﬁeld plates.
Lines of equal electric ﬁeld are indicated. The dipole can be regarded as a positive and
negative charge q separated by a distance s. The dipole moment is then deﬁned as µ=qs,
pointing from the negative to the positive charge. The separation can be quite signiﬁcant
on a molecular scale. For instance, the dipole moment of metastable CO is 1.37 Debye
(4.6×10−30 Cm), corresponding to a unit charge separation of 0.3 A˚. This may be compared
  10 kV
-10 kV
+
_
s
2 mm
Figure 2.1: A dipole in the inhomogeneous electric ﬁeld of a wedge. When the dipole
is oriented along the electric ﬁeld lines there is a net force acting on the dipole directed
towards the higher electric ﬁeld.
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to the mean separation of 1 A˚ between the C and O atoms which make up the CO molecule.
The two charges of the dipole are attracted and repelled by the electric ﬁeld. When the
ﬁeld is inhomogeneous, these forces will not cancel exactly. The resultant force on the
molecule will depend on the orientation of the dipole with respect to the electric ﬁeld,
F (r) = q
(
E(r+ 1
2
s)− E(r− 1
2
s)
)
= µ cos θ ∇| E(r) |, (2.1)
where θ is the angle between the dipole and the electric ﬁeld lines. In Fig. 2.1 the dipole is
oriented along the ﬁeld lines. In this case the resultant force is towards the higher electric
ﬁeld. Similarly, we see that when the dipole is oriented antiparallel to the ﬁeld the resultant
force is towards the lower electric ﬁeld. Since the resultant force depends on the variation
of the electric ﬁeld over s, the force is much smaller than the force on a charged particle.
In the situation depicted in Fig. 2.1 the force on either end of the dipole is 6.4×105 aN.
Taking for instance the dipole moment of metastable CO, the resultant force is 4×10−3 aN,
corresponding to an acceleration of ∼9000 g. Apart from a force on the center of mass,
the dipoles experience a torque trying to orient the dipoles parallel to the ﬁeld lines. The
dipole will, therefore, start to librate along the direction of the electric ﬁeld lines. This
librational motion will be fast compared to the translational motion of the molecules. We
can, therefore, ignore this motion and use the time-averaged orientation of the dipole to
calculate the force on the center of mass of the molecule.
The description so far has been purely classical. Quantum mechanics tells us, however,
that the orientation angle of the dipole moment of a molecule with respect to an external
electric ﬁeld can take only certain values. This follows from the quantization of angular
momentum which was postulated in 1916 by Sommerfeld and Debye in order to explain
the hydrogen spectrum. This is known as space quantization. Until 1922 the idea of space
quantization was not taken very seriously; most physicist believed it to be a purely math-
ematical description of something which was not understood. Moreover, most physicists
still hoped for a rational explanation (rather than quantum mechanics) of the problems
facing classical mechanics.
In 1921 Otto Stern proposed an experiment by which space quantization could be tested
(Stern, 1921). A version1 of the experimental setup which he envisaged is schematically
depicted in Fig. 2.2. A well-collimated beam of dipolar molecules travels through a vac-
uum chamber, passes through an inhomogeneous electric ﬁeld directed perpendicular to
the beam path, and is detected at a position-sensitive detector. Using this detector the
amount by which the molecules are deﬂected can be measured. We will suppose that
1We will explain a hypothetical experiment using metastable CO molecules passing through an in-
homogeneous electric ﬁeld. The actual experiment performed by Stern and Gerlach used paramagnetic
atoms passing through an inhomogeneous magnetic ﬁeld. Stern and Gerlach used a beam of silver atoms,
which they thought would have only one valence electron and therefore to have one unit of orbital angular
momentum; at that time it was assumed that this would give two possible projections onto the magnetic
ﬁeld direction. The property they measured was in fact the projection of the, at that time, not yet dis-
covered electron spin. The situation of a polar molecule resembles much closer the original concept of
the Stern-Gerlach experiment. Although technically much simpler, electric deﬂection took much longer to
be conceived. For a review of the historical context of the Stern-Gerlach experiments see Friedrich and
Herschbach (1998). For a review of state selection by magnetic and electric ﬁelds see Reuss (1988).
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Figure 2.2: Electrical analog of the setup used by Stern and Gerlach to demonstrate
space quantization. A beam of CO, collimated by two 0.5 mm diameter skimmers, ﬂies
through an inhomogeneous electric ﬁeld and is detected at a phosphor screen positioned
behind a multichannel plate. With a camera positioned behind this phosphor screen the
transverse spread of the beam is recorded. In the inset the expected spatial distribution
is shown for the original beam (when no electric ﬁelds are applied) and using a classical
and quantum mechanical calculation of the trajectories through the apparatus.
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the beam consists of metastable CO in the rotational ground state of the Ω=1 multiplet.
Molecules in this state can be detected by using a multichannel plate (MCP) detector. By
mounting a phosphor screen behind the MCP, the metastable CO can be detected with
spatial resolution (Jongma et al., 1995). Classically, the orientation of the dipoles when
they enter the ﬁeld is random. In the electric ﬁeld they will start to librate around the
direction of the electric ﬁeld lines. The force on the center of mass of the molecule depends
on their time-averaged orientation. The expected proﬁle for a beam of classical dipoles is
shown in the middle part of the inset of Fig. 2.2. As can be seen, the position of the beam
is shifted with respect to the position where the molecules arrive when the electric ﬁeld
is oﬀ. The whole beam is broadened in the direction perpendicular to the electric ﬁeld.
Surprisingly, some molecules are deﬂected towards lower electric ﬁeld, indicating that their
time-averaged orientation is antiparallel to the ﬁeld (wrong-way orientation). These are
molecules whose dipole librates with a large amplitude, and that spend a large fraction of
their libration period at the angle at which their angular velocity reverses. The proﬁle in
the upper part of the inset of Fig. 2.2 is obtained from a quantum mechanical calculation.
Metastable CO molecules in the rotational ground state of the Ω=1 multiplet have one
quantum of angular momentum (J=1). We therefore expect three possible orientations
of the dipole with respect to the direction of the electric ﬁeld, labeled by MΩ, resulting
in three well resolved components at the detector. The outcome of the experiments per-
formed by Stern and Gerlach demonstrated unambiguously space quantization, and formed
a convincing evidence for quantum mechanics.
2.1.2 Deﬂection and Focusing of Polar Molecules
Since according to quantum mechanics the angle θ between the dipole and the external
electric ﬁeld is ﬁxed, we can introduce an eﬀective dipole moment µeﬀ (| E|)=µcosθ, which
is an inherent property of the quantum state. The force on the dipole becomes
F (r) = µeﬀ (| E|)∇| E(r)|, (2.2)
and its potential energy
W = −µeﬀ (| E|)| E(r)|, (2.3)
which is known as the Stark shift. There is a great similarity between the acceleration
of a charged particle in an electric ﬁeld and the acceleration of a dipolar molecule in an
inhomogeneous electric ﬁeld. We can regard the eﬀective dipole moment as the ‘charge’ of
a dipolar molecule in the electric ﬁeld. When µeﬀ is positive the molecules are attracted to
high electric ﬁelds (‘high-ﬁeld seekers’) and when negative the molecules are repelled from
high electric ﬁelds (‘low-ﬁeld seekers’).
Inhomogeneous electric ﬁelds can therefore be used to select molecules in speciﬁc states.
This has been used to perform scattering experiments with state-selected beams and to
perform very sensitive microwave spectroscopy. Inhomogeneous deﬂection ﬁelds act as a
ﬁlter, rejecting molecules in unwanted states, but this does not lead to enhancement of the
signal due to molecules in the selected state. An important improvement, therefore, was the
use of magnetic and electrostatic lenses, focusing molecules in a selected state. Magnetic
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focusing was ﬁrst performed by Friedburg and Paul (1950, 1951). Electrostatic focusing was
developed independently by Gordon, Zeiger, and Townes (1954, 1955) and by Bennewitz,
Paul, and Schlier (1955). Townes and coworkers succeeded in obtaining a suﬃciently
high density of state-selected ammonia molecules to achieve Microwave Ampliﬁcation by
Stimulated Emission of Radiation (MASER).
An electrostatic focuser consists of a number of rods placed equidistantly on the outside
of a circle. The rods are alternately at ground potential and at high voltage, creating
an electric ﬁeld that is zero at the molecular beam axis, and increasing further outside.
Molecules in low-ﬁeld-seeking states will therefore experience a force towards the molecular
beam axis. Generally, the ﬁeld in an n pole is proportional to r
n
2
−1 (Reuss, 1988), where
r is the distance from the molecular beam axis. Molecules with a linear Stark eﬀect will
thus experience a linear force in a hexapole. A hexapole serves as a thick lens for molecules
in low-ﬁeld-seeking states; molecules in high-ﬁeld-seeking states, on the other hand, are
defocused.
Multipole ﬁelds focus molecules in low-ﬁeld-seeking states. Focusing of molecules in
high-ﬁeld-seeking states is much more diﬃcult. Maxwell’s equations do not allow for a
maximum of an electric ﬁeld in free space (Wing, 1984; Ketterle and Pritchard, 1992),
and, therefore, molecules in high-ﬁeld-seeking states have the tendency to crash into the
electrodes, where the electric ﬁelds are the highest. A number of schemes have been
demonstrated to overcome this diﬃculty (Laine´ and Sweeting, 1973). Although it is not
possible to have simultaneous focusing of molecules in high ﬁeld seeking states in two
directions, it is possible to produce a ﬁeld which has a maximum in one direction and a
minimum in the other direction. By alternating the orientation of these ﬁelds it is possible
to obtain net focusing (‘alternate gradient focusing’) in either direction (Auerbach et al.,
1966). AG focusing of polar molecules was experimentally demonstrated by Kakati and
Laine´ (1967, 1969, 1971) by Gu¨nther et al. (Gu¨nther and Schu¨gerl, 1972; Lu¨bbert et al.,
1975, 1978), and by Wharton et al. (Bromberg, 1972). Another scheme uses the fact that
the electric ﬁeld between two coaxial electrodes scales with distance r from the axis as
1/r. Therefore molecules having a linear (negative) Stark shift experience a force that is
proportional to 1/r2, and will perform stable Kepler orbits around the central electrode.
This has been used by Helmer et al. (1960), by Chien et al. (1974) and, more recently, by
Loesch (Loesch, 1996; Loesch and Scheel, 2000) to focus molecules in high ﬁeld seeking
states.
2.1.3 Deceleration of Polar Molecules
Molecules can be deﬂected and focused using ﬁelds that are inhomogeneous perpendicular
to the molecular beam direction. If the electric ﬁeld is inhomogeneous in the direction
of the molecular beam, the longitudinal velocity of the beam will be altered. Let us
consider two parallel electrodes oriented perpendicular to the molecular beam axis with a
voltage diﬀerence between them (see Fig. 2.3). A molecule in a low-ﬁeld-seeking state will
decelerate while entering this ﬁeld. If we do nothing, the molecule will accelerate while
leaving the ﬁeld. If, however, the electric ﬁeld is greatly reduced before the molecule has
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Figure 2.3: A polar molecule which has its dipole oriented antiparallel to the electric
ﬁeld lines will decelerate while ﬂying into an electric ﬁeld. If a DC electric ﬁeld is applied,
the molecule will accelerate while leaving the electric ﬁeld. If we however switch oﬀ the
electric ﬁeld while the molecule is still in the ﬁeld, the molecule will keep is lower velocity.
left the electric ﬁeld the molecule will keep its lower velocity. This process may be repeated
by letting the molecules pass through multiple pulsed electric ﬁelds. Molecules can thus
be slowed down and eventually brought to a standstill. This idea was ﬁrst considered
by King (King and Zacharias, 1958; King, 1959), by Oraevski˘i (1964), and by Kazachok
(1965) as a possible method to obtain MASER radiation with a reduced linewidth. The
group of King at MIT constructed a 20 cm long array consisting of 9 deceleration stages,
intended to decelerate a beam of ammonia in the J=1,K=1 upper inversion level from
208 m/s to 35 m/s (Golub, 1967). Each deceleration stage consisted of two parallel plates
spaced one millimeter apart, having a voltage diﬀerence of 30 kV. Unfortunately, the beam
intensity, at the design input velocity, was insuﬃcient to yield a detectable signal. The
decelerator was to be operated at a constant frequency of the electric ﬁelds while the
distance between adjacent plates was adjusted to compensate for the decreasing velocity of
the beam. Therefore, the use of a higher input velocity required a drastic modiﬁcation of the
setup, which was not undertaken. Meanwhile the interest for MASER sources was reduced
due to the invention of the laser. In 1966 a group led by Lennard Wharton at the University
of Chicago2 designed and constructed an 11 meter long array, consisting of 600 acceleration
stages intended to accelerate LiF in high ﬁeld seeking states from 0.2 eV (1070 m/s) to
2 eV (3430 m/s) (Auerbach et al., 1966; Wolfgang, 1968). Each acceleration stage consisted
of two hemispherically-ended rods with a diameter of 0.5 mm spaced 0.5 mm apart. The
beam was focused using additional alternate-gradient lenses at DC electric ﬁelds. The
accelerator was designed to be operated at maximum electric ﬁelds of 850 kV/cm and
500 kV/cm at the acceleration stages and at the lenses, respectively. These values were
determined as feasible from initial tests on prototype electrodes. Unfortunately, the actual
electrodes were able to withstand ﬁelds up to only 1/4 of these values, probably due
to some damaging of the electrodes during assembly. Initial testing of the accelerator
2Apparently, Wharton (chemist) was unaware of the earlier work by King (Physicist).
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was performed at these reduced electric ﬁeld strengths. A lower initial velocity of the
beam and a lower frequency of the electric ﬁeld was used to compensate for the reduced
acceleration per stage. The full machine was built but the tests were performed using
a part of the array only (60 acceleration stages). Although alternate gradient focusing
proved to work, the group was unable to demonstrate acceleration of molecules. This
failure was explained by misalignments in the acceleration and lens array, in combination
with a decreased acceptance due to the reduced electric ﬁeld strengths used (Bromberg,
1972). The project was terminated in 1972. Meanwhile the advent of supersonic nozzles
had made the accelerator obsolete.
In this thesis the ﬁrst successful implementation of deceleration of polar molecules by
time-varying electric ﬁelds is presented3. A beam of metastable CO molecules in low ﬁeld
seeking states (Chapter III) and high ﬁeld seeking states (Chapter IV) is decelerated.
2.1.4 Trapping Polar Molecules
Multipole focusers can be regarded as two-dimensional traps. By bending a multipole
focuser into a torus, molecules can be trapped in three dimensions (Katz, 1997). The max-
imum velocity that the molecules can have, is proportional to the square root of the torus’
radius. We trapped a beam of ammonia molecules with a velocity of around 100 m/s in a
25 cm diameter hexapole ring (Crompvoets et al., 2001). Similarly, an alternate-gradient
focuser could be bend into a circle (Auerbach et al., 1966), or alternatively, constructed out
of separate bending and focusing ﬁelds, similar to a storage ring for charged particles. The
bending elements could be similar to the wedge shown in Fig. 2.1, an alternate-gradient
lens pair could then be used to focus the molecules in the transverse and, by using time-
varying electric ﬁelds, in the forward direction (Gould, 2000). This ring can be designed
to trap molecules in both low and high ﬁeld seeking states (depending on the orientation
of the bending elements). The coaxial focuser can also be used as a trap by appropriately
shaping the outer electrode (Sekatski˘i, 1995; Sekatskii and Schmiedmayer, 1996; Jongma
et al., 1997b; Loesch and Scheel, 2000). These traps rely on the fact that molecules have
a nonzero forward velocity to maintain stability. Molecules can also be trapped at a static
point. Wing proposed an electrostatic trap consisting of a ring electrode with two endcaps
(Wing, 1980). This trap may be viewed as a quadrupole torus with a radius equal to zero.
The electric ﬁeld at the center of the quadrupole is zero and increases with distance from
the center. In Chapter V this trap is used to conﬁne ammonia molecules. It is also possible
to devise traps having an electric ﬁeld minimum which is diﬀerent from zero (Xu, 2001),
which may be important to prevent possible Majorana transitions at the center of the trap.
Since a maximum of the electric ﬁeld is not possible in free space (Wing, 1984; Ketterle
3Shortly after the publictation of our ﬁrst results on decelerating a beam of CO, an article was published
by the group of Gould at Lawrence Berkeley National Lab (Maddi et al., 1999) in which they presented
data on the deceleration of Cs atoms using time-varying electric ﬁelds. Since the Stark eﬀect in atoms
is very weak, the deceleration they obtained was rather small. The goal of their work was to show the
prospects for decelerating polar molecules. Time-varying magnetic ﬁelds have been used to manipulate
atoms (Mare´chal et al., 1999) and neutrons (Niel and Rauch, 1989). Since magnetic ﬁelds cannot be
switched at high frequency, time-varying magnetic ﬁelds cannot be applied to supersonic beams.
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Figure 2.4: Coupling of angular momenta in Hund’s case (a).
and Pritchard, 1992) it is not possible to trap molecules in high ﬁeld seeking states in
a static trap. It has been proposed, however, to trap these molecules in an ac electric
trap (Shimizu and Morinaga, 1992; Peik, 1999). This trap may be viewed as an alternate
gradient focuser whose ﬁelds are switched to act alternately horizontally and vertically
while the molecules stay at the same position.
2.2 Stark Eﬀect in Metastable CO
In this section we will calculate the Stark shift and eﬀective dipole moment of metastable
CO molecules. CO in its electronic ground state has only a small dipole moment (0.1 D),
and, as the ground state is a 1Σ+ state, does not exhibit a ﬁrst order Stark eﬀect. CO in
its lowest triplet state, the metastable a3Π state, on the other hand, does have a relatively
large dipole moment (1.37 D) and a ﬁrst order Stark eﬀect. The lowest rotational state
in the Ω=1 multiplet has a lifetime of 3.7 ms (Jongma et al., 1997a). This state can be
directly laser-excited from the ground state at 206 nm.
CO in the a3Π state has an unpaired electron leading to a nonzero orbital electronic
angular momentum L. L couples to the spin orbital angular momentum, S, and to the
rotational angular momentum, R. For low rotational levels, the a3Π state is best described
in a Hund’s case (a) coupling scheme, with the good quantum numbers Λ and Σ, the
projection of L and S on the molecular axis, respectively. The projections of the total
angular momentum J on the molecular axis and on the space ﬁxed axis also commute
leading to the good quantum number Ω and M . In the a3Π state Ω=Λ+Σ can take on
the possible values 0,±1,±2. The projection of R on the molecular axis is zero by deﬁni-
tion. The basis functions become |nΛ〉|SΣ〉|JΩM〉|v〉, representing the electronic orbital,
electronic spin, rotational and vibrational components of the wave function, respectively.
The rotational part of the wave function contains information on how the molecular axis
(and therefore the dipole moment) is oriented in the laboratory frame. In the absence of
an external electric (or magnetic) ﬁeld there is no preferred direction in space, and the
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wave functions must be (anti-) symmetric with respect to inversion in the molecular frame
(parity). Eigenfunctions with a deﬁnite parity can be constructed from linear combinations
of |JΩM〉 and |J-ΩM〉 basis functions. The separation of the electronic motion and nu-
clear motion (Born-Oppenheimer approximation) is not exact; as the CO molecule rotates
the electrons do not follow the nuclear motion exactly. This leads to a splitting of the
parity states, termed Λ doubling. In the J=1,Ω=1 level of the a3Π state, the splitting is
394 MHz. In an electric ﬁeld the levels of opposite parity of a speciﬁc J-level mix, leading
to a ﬁrst order Stark shift. At higher electric ﬁeld strengths the levels of the same parity
in neighboring J-levels mix and the molecular rotation becomes hindered. Coupling of the
diﬀerent rotational levels leads to a second- and higher-order Stark shift.
In order to determine the Stark shift of metastable CO, the excitation spectrum is
measured as a function of the electric ﬁeld in which the metastable state is prepared. The
used radiation is obtained via frequency tripling of the output of a pulsed dye ampliﬁed cw
ring dye laser system. This system produces pulses of 5 ns duration with a typical energy
of 1 mJ/pulse in a 150 MHz bandwidth. Using these intensities the spin forbidden a3Π1 ←
X1Σ+ transition can be fully saturated. Excitation is performed on the R2(0) and Q2(1)
line to prepare both Λ-doublet components of the a3Π1(v=0,J=1) level. The excitation is
performed in a homogeneous DC electric ﬁeld that is applied between two parallel, gold
coated electrodes placed 2.06±0.01 mm apart. The angle between the polarization vector
of the laser and the electric ﬁeld is close to the magic angle of 54.7◦, so that all M -sublevels
in the excited state are equally populated after excitation.
Fig. 2.5 shows a number of excitation spectra in the vicinity of the a3Π1(v=0,J=1) ←
X1Σ+(v=0,J=0) transition for diﬀerent strengths of the electric ﬁeld. Using this transition
the lower Λ-doublet of the a3Π1(v=0,J=1) state is populated. Since the Stark shift of
the ground state is negligible on this scale, the observed shifts can be interpreted as the
Stark shift of the a3Π state. Similar spectra are measured for the a3Π1(v=0,J=1) ←
X1Σ+(v=0,J=1) transition by which the upper Λ-doublet of the a3Π1(v=0,J=1) state is
reached.
In Fig. 2.6 the measured Stark shift is shown as a function of the applied electric ﬁeld
(upper panel) for both Λ-doublet components. The smooth curves show the calculated
Stark shift of the diﬀerent components, obtained using the known value of the dipole mo-
ment and the rotational energy level structure (Field et al., 1972) in the a3Π state. The
energy matrix used in the calculations includes coupling to rotational levels up to J=10
for all of the three Ω-ladders. The wavefunction used in this description is a superposition
of the pure Hund’s case (a) wavefunctions4.
The only nonzero matrix elements for the Stark energy operator HSt in the pure Hund’s
4The procedure is explained in Jongma et al. (1997b).
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Figure 2.5: Excitation spectra recorded for the lower Λ-doublet component of the
a3Π1(v=0, J=1) level for several values of the electric ﬁeld. The horizontal axis shows the
shift of the M=0 and MΩ=1 level relative to the position of these levels in zero electric
ﬁeld. The dashed line shows the calculated ﬁrst order Stark eﬀect for the MΩ=1 level.
Adapted from Jongma et al. (1997b) (with permission).
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Figure 2.6: Measured splitting of the diﬀerent M -components of the CO a3Π1(v=0,J=1)
Λ-doublet as a function of the applied electric ﬁeld (upper panel). The vertical axis shows
the position of the energy levels relative to the center of the Λ-doublet in zero electric
ﬁeld. The solid curves show the calculated Stark shift. By dividing these curves by the
electric ﬁeld and multiplying by –1, the eﬀective dipole moment is found (lower panel).
Adapted from Jongma et al. (1997b) (with permission).
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case (a) description are given by
〈J,M,Ω,±|HSt|J,M,Ω,∓〉 = − |MΩ|
J(J + 1)
µ| E| , (2.4)
〈J,M,Ω,±|HSt|J + 1,M,Ω,±〉 = − µ|
E|
J + 1
√
((J + 1)2 − Ω2)((J + 1)2 −M2)
(2J + 1)(2J + 3)
, (2.5)
where µ is the permanent electric dipole moment and | E| is the strength of the electric
ﬁeld. Eq. (2.4) couples the two Λ-doublet components for a speciﬁc J-level in pure Hund’s
case (a). Because the magnitude of the Λ-doubling is small, this term, which is responsible
for the ﬁrst-order Stark eﬀect, has a large inﬂuence. Eq. (2.5) couples two neighboring
rotational levels, which are much further apart than the two Λ-doublet components, and
is responsible for the second- and higher-order Stark eﬀect. Diagonalization of the Stark
energy matrix provides the eigenvalues presented for diﬀerent electric ﬁeld strengths in
Fig. 2.6.
For low ﬁelds the second order Stark shift can be neglected and the Stark shift takes
the approximate form
∆WStark = ±
√(
Λ
2
)2
+
(
µ| E| MΩ
J (J + 1)
)2
, (2.6)
with the plus and minus sign used for the low-ﬁeld- and high-ﬁeld-seeking states, respec-
tively.
By dividing the Stark curves shown in Fig. 2.6 by the electric ﬁeld and multiplying
by −1, we ﬁnd the eﬀective dipole moments (Fig. 2.6 lower panel).
The calculations were performed for higher ﬁelds than can be attained experimentally
as well. The results of these calculations are shown for the lowest rotational levels of the
F2 component (mainly Ω=1 character) in Fig. 2.7. The ﬁgure shows the energy of all of the
MΩ components for rotational levels up to J=3. The Λ-doubling is too small to be seen
on this scale. It is clear from the ﬁgure that levels with equal |MΩ| but diﬀerent J repel
each other. At high electric ﬁelds, the J-levels are fully mixed, and all levels shift to lower
electric ﬁelds. At this point the molecule no longer rotates freely but only librates about
the electric ﬁeld direction. These states are therefore termed ‘pendular states’ (Loesch
and Remscheid, 1990; Friedrich and Herschbach, 1991). In the limit of high electric ﬁeld,
diﬀerent states with even or odd |M | correspond to diﬀerent harmonic librator states with
a deﬁnite orientation (and µeﬀ ) as can be seen in the lower part of Fig. 2.7. The electric
ﬁelds at which J-mixing takes place depends on the ratio of the dipole moment to the
rotational constant of the molecule. Therefore, for heavy molecules (with relatively small
rotational constants) this takes place at rather low electric ﬁelds.
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Figure 2.7: Calculated Stark shift of the rotational levels up to J=3 of the a3Π1(v=0)
state of CO in high electric ﬁelds. The vertical axis shows the position of the energy
levels relative to the origin of the J=1 Λ-doublet of the Ω=1 ladder in zero electric
ﬁeld. For extremely high electric ﬁelds the existence of pendular states is observed. The
discontinuities (indicated by the horizontal arrows) are due to avoided crossings with the
Ω=0 and Ω=2 spin components. The lower panel shows the eﬀective dipoles of the J=1
and J=2 levels.
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Figure 2.8: Potential energy of the ν2 (umbrella) mode with the lowest modes. The
splitting between the symmetric and antisymmetric levels is 0.79 cm−1 and 0.053 cm−1
for 14NH3 and
14ND3 respectively.
2.3 Stark Eﬀect in Ammonia
The prototype molecules having ﬁrst-order Stark eﬀect are symmetric tops. One of these
molecules is ammonia. In this section the Stark eﬀect in 14NH3 and
14ND3 is calculated.
In the electronic ground state, ammonia has a pyramidal structure. Fig. 2.8 shows the
potential energy barrier for the nitrogen atom to tunnel through the plane of the three H
or D atoms (or vice versa). The horizontal lines show the levels of the v2 umbrella vibration.
The two lowest vibrational levels correspond to the v2=0 and v2=1 for the case where the
barrier is absent. If the barrier were inﬁnitely high, the inversion levels would lie at the same
energy (as is the case for CH3F for instance). The C3v symmetry of the pyramidal structure,
together with the tunneling inversion symmetry of the molecule, require the D3h symmetry
group in order to give a complete classiﬁcation of the molecular ro-vibronic wave function.
The vibronic ground state will have either A′1 (symmetric level) or A
′′
2 (antisymmetric
level) symmetry (Schleipen, 1992). The good quantum numbers are J , the projection of
J on the D3h molecular symmetry axis, K, and M , the projection of J on the space-ﬁxed
axis. In the absence of an electric ﬁeld there is no preferred direction in space and the
wave functions form symmetric and antisymmetric combinations (parity). Eigenfunctions
with a deﬁnite parity can be constructed from linear combinations of |JKM〉 and |J-KM〉
states. The tunneling through the barrier is responsible for a splitting between these two
inversion levels. In the case of 14NH3 the splitting is 0.79 cm
−1. In deuterated ammonia
the tunneling is suppressed and the splitting in 14ND3 is only 0.053 cm
−1 (Townes and
Schawlow, 1975).
The various ammonia isotopomers have diﬀerent possible symmetries of the nuclear spin
wavefunctions of the identical H/D nuclei. Due to the Pauli principle, each ro-vibrational
level of the ammonia molecule combines with a nuclear spin wave function of one speciﬁc
symmetry. The |J,K〉=|1, 1〉 level is the ground-state level for molecules having a nuclear
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Figure 2.9: Stark shift of the |J,K〉=|1, 1〉 level of 14NH3 and 14ND3 ammonia molecules
in an electric ﬁeld of up to 150 kV/cm. On this scale the Stark shift of 14ND3 and
15ND3
(not shown) are identical.
spin wavefunction of E-symmetry. For historical reasons, levels of E-symmetry in NH3
and ND3 are denoted as para levels. The only other possible symmetry of the nuclear
spin wavefunction in NH3 is A1-symmetry, and levels having this symmetry are denoted
as ortho levels. For ND3 both A1 and A2 symmetry is possible; levels having either one of
these symmetries are denoted as ortho levels.
Upon applying an electric ﬁeld, the symmetric and the antisymmetric components of the
J=1,K=1 state interact and repel each other, leading to four levels, as shown in Fig. 2.9.
For low ﬁelds the interaction between the diﬀerent J levels can be neglected and the Stark
shift is approximately given by
∆WStark = ±
√(
Winv
2
)2
+
(
µ| E| MK
J (J + 1)
)2
, (2.7)
with the plus and minus sign used for the low-ﬁeld- and high-ﬁeld-seeking states, respec-
tively. At higher electric ﬁelds the diﬀerent J levels start to mix, and a calculation similar
to the one outlined for metastable CO is necessary.
The two inversion levels are further split due to hyperﬁne interactions. The hyperﬁne
splitting for 14ND3 is shown in Fig. 2.10 as a function of the electric ﬁeld. In
14ND3,
the splitting due to the quadrupole moment of the nitrogen nuclear spin is much larger
than the splitting due to the quadrupole moment of the three deuterium atoms. In zero
electric ﬁeld each energy level is therefore split in three components corresponding to the
diﬀerent values of F1= J+SN . These levels are further split due to the interaction with the
deuterium spin (van Veldhoven et al., 2002). When an electric ﬁeld is applied 2/3 of the
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Figure 2.10: Stark shift for the various hyperﬁne levels of the J=1,K=1 level of 14ND3
in relatively small electric ﬁelds. Adapted from van Veldhoven et al. (2002) (with permis-
sion).
hyperﬁne components of the upper inversion level shift to higher energies, while 2/3 of the
hyperﬁne components of the lower inversion level shift to lower energies. The J=1,K=1
high (and low) ﬁeld seeking state in 14ND3 consists of 48 components. For
15ND3,
14NH3
and 15NH3 this is 32, 12 and 8 components, respectively. Surprisingly, the hyperﬁne levels
corresponding to F1=1, which are the highest states, all correspond to low ﬁeld seeking
states. These hyperﬁne levels do not have crossings with other F1 levels. Apparently, these
states already ‘know’ which way they will orient in an electric ﬁeld, without an electric
ﬁeld actually being present. This is highly counter intuitive. It has important consequences
for trapping molecules in these states. In this case no special precautions are needed to
prevent Majorana transitions, as is the case for magnetic trapping of atoms and molecules.
In Table 2.1 the Stark shifts for a number of polar molecules are listed, together with
some relevant molecular properties, such as the dipole moments, rotational constants and
mass.
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Table 2.1: A selection of polar molecules with their relevant properties.
Molecule State Stark shift (cm−1) µ (D) A / B / C (cm−1) m (amu)
@200 kV/cm
CO
(
a 3Π1
)
a |J = 1,MΩ = −1〉 1.71 1.37 - /1.68/ - 28
|J = 1,MΩ = +1〉 −2.66
NH3b |J = 1,MK = −1〉 2.11 1.47 - /9.95/6.23 17
|J = 1,MK = +1〉 −2.19
ND3c |J = 1,MK = −1〉 2.29 1.50 - /5.14/3.12 20
|J = 1,MK = +1〉 −2.66
OHd |J = 3/2,MΩ = −9/4〉 3.22 1.67 - /18.5/ - 17
|J = 3/2,MΩ = +9/4〉 −3.31
H2Oe |JKaKc |M |〉 = |1101〉 0.45 1.82 27.3/14.6/9.5 18
|JKaKc |M |〉 = |0000〉 −0.34 1.85
Pyridazinef |JKaKc |M |〉 = |1101〉 0.13 @9.2 kV/cm 4.14 0.21/0.20/0.10 80
|JKaKc |M |〉 = |0000〉 −11.95
YbFg |J = 3/2,MΩ = −3/4〉 0.3 @20kV/cm 3.91 0.24 193
|J = 1/2,MΩ = +1/4〉 −10.9
for details see:
a Jongma et al. (1997b).
b Gandhi and Bernstein (1987).
c Baugh et al. (1994).
d Schreel et al. (1993).
e Bulthuis et al. (1997).
f Li et al. (1998).
g Sauer et al. (1996).
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Chapter 3
Deceleration of Metastable CO in
Low-ﬁeld-seeking States1
Abstract
Polar molecules can be decelerated using time-varying electric ﬁelds. Here an array of
63 electrodes is used to decelerate metastable CO molecules in low-ﬁeld-seeking states from
275 m/s to 200 m/s. The stability of the array is discussed in analogy with the concept
of phase stability. It is shown that polar molecules can be transported, decelerated and
cooled while maintaining the initial phase-space density.
1Based on: H.L. Bethlem, G. Berden, and G. Meijer, Phys. Rev. Lett. 83, 1558 (1999),
and: H.L. Bethlem, G. Berden, A.J.A. van Roij, F.M.H. Crompvoets, and G. Meijer,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 5744 (2000).
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Figure 3.1: Scheme of the Stark decelerator, together with the Stark energy of a molecule
as a function of position z along the molecular beam axis.
3.1 Introduction
As explained in the previous chapter, electric ﬁelds can be used to manipulate the trajec-
tories of neutral molecules. Static electric ﬁelds have been used to focus and deﬂect polar
molecules while time-varying electric ﬁelds can be used to change the longitudinal velocity
of polar molecules. The amount of energy that can be taken from or added to the molecule
is given by the Stark shift, which can be regarded as the potential energy of the molecule
in an electric ﬁeld. For typical molecules this shift is a few cm−1 in the maximum electric
ﬁelds that can be applied (see table 2.1). This may be compared to the kinetic energy of
molecules in a supersonic beam which is typically on the order of 100 cm−1. In order to
make a signiﬁcant change in energy we therefore need to use multiple pulsed electric ﬁelds.
It is necessary to keep the molecules together throughout the deceleration process.
In this Chapter we will discuss the stability properties of an array of electric ﬁelds. It
is shown that the principle of ‘phase stability’, that forms the basis for synchrotron-like
charged particle accelerators, can be applied to Stark deceleration as well. Phase sta-
bility was independently discovered by Veksler (1945) and McMillan (1945) and can be
viewed as trapping of the particles in a traveling potential well formed by the electric
ﬁelds (Humphries Jr., 1986). By slowly decreasing the velocity of the traveling well, the
molecules are decelerated. We will show the transport and deceleration of metastable CO
molecules through an array formed by 63 deceleration electric ﬁeld stages. The oscillating
motion of molecules in the traveling well is observed. By providing a minimum electric
ﬁeld on the molecular beam axis, molecules in low-ﬁeld-seeking states are kept together in
the transverse direction as well.
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3.2 Motion in the Stark Decelerator
3.2.1 Longitudinal Motion
Let us consider an array of electric ﬁeld stages separated by a distance L, as shown in
Fig. 3.1. Each stage consists of two parallel cylindrical metal rods with radius r, centered
a distance 2r+d apart. One of the rods is connected to a positive and the other to a
negative switchable high voltage power supply. Alternating stages are connected to each
other. When a molecule in a quantum state with a positive Stark eﬀect (a low-ﬁeld seeker)
moves through the array of electric ﬁeld stages as indicated in Fig. 3.1, it will gain Stark
energy. This gain of potential energy is compensated by a loss of kinetic energy. If the
electric ﬁeld is abruptly switched oﬀ, the molecule will keep its instantaneous velocity. If,
simultaneously, the electric ﬁeld of the next stage is switched on, the process will repeat
itself. In Fig. 3.1 the potential energy of the molecule, W (z), is depicted as a function of
its position z along the beam axis. The energy a molecule loses per stage depends on its
position at the time that the ﬁelds are being switched. In analogy with concepts used in
charged particle accelerators, this position is expressed in terms of a ‘phase angle’ φ that
has a periodicity of 2L. Molecules that are in maximum electric ﬁeld just prior to the time
at which the ﬁelds are switched are assigned a phase angle φ=90◦.
First, we will discuss the situation where the electric ﬁelds are switched at equal time
intervals, ∆T . Let us consider a molecule with a phase φ=0◦ and with a velocity that
matches the frequency of the electric ﬁelds, i.e., a molecule that travels exactly the dis-
tance L in the time interval ∆T . This molecule will be referred to as the ‘synchronous’
molecule. Its phase and velocity are designated as the equilibrium phase φ0 and the equi-
librium velocity v0, respectively. It is readily seen that (i) the phase and velocity of the
synchronous molecule remain unchanged, and (ii) that molecules with a slightly diﬀerent
phase or velocity will experience an automatic correction towards these equilibrium values.
A molecule with a phase slightly larger than φ0 and a velocity equal to v0, for instance,
will lose more energy per stage than the synchronous molecule. It will thus be slowed
down relative to the synchronous molecule and consequently its phase will get smaller,
until it lags behind. At this point, the situation is reversed and it will lose less energy than
the synchronous molecule will, etc. This argument shows that molecules with a slightly
diﬀerent phase from φ0 and/or a slightly diﬀerent velocity from v0 will oscillate with both
phase and velocity around the equilibrium values; the molecules are trapped in a potential
well travelling at the velocity of the synchronous molecule.
In order to decelerate the molecules one has to lower the velocity of the potential well,
by gradually increasing the time intervals ∆T after which the electric ﬁelds are being
switched. The synchronous molecule will still travel a distance L in the interval ∆T , but
φ0 will now be diﬀerent from zero. By deﬁnition, the synchronous molecule is always at
the same position when the ﬁelds are being switched (φ0 remains constant); it will achieve
this by losing exactly the required kinetic energy per stage. Again, the phase and velocity
of a nonsynchronous molecule will oscillate around those of the decelerated synchronous
molecule.
In Fig. 3.2 the potential energy of a number of molecules is shown while they traverse
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Figure 3.2: Potential energy for some molecules having the same velocity as the syn-
chronous molecule (v=L/∆T ). The phase of the diﬀerent molecules φ=z′π/L with z′ the
position at the moment that the ﬁelds are being switched (dashed lines), is −15◦, 45◦ and
105◦, for the lower, middle and upper curve, respectively. The diﬀerent curves have been
given an oﬀset for clarity.
the decelerator. All molecules plotted have the same velocity as the synchronous molecule
(v=L/∆T ), but have a diﬀerent position at the moment that the ﬁelds are being switched
(a diﬀerent phase). The diﬀerent curves have been given an oﬀset for clarity. It is seen
that the energy the molecules loose or gain depends strongly on their phase.
The kinetic energy lost by the synchronous molecule per stage, ∆K(φ0), is given by
W (φ0)−W (φ0+π). It is convenient to express W (φ) as a Fourier series. In the expression
for ∆K(φ0) all the even terms cancel, yielding
∆K(φ0) = 2a1 sin(φ0) + 2a3 sin(3φ0) + · · · . (3.1)
When adjacent electric ﬁeld stages are not too far apart, i.e., L ∼ 2r+d, ∆K(φ0) is pre-
dominantly determined by the ﬁrst term2. As mentioned above, the phase is only deﬁned at
the moment at which the ﬁelds are being switched. To be able to mathematically treat the
motion of the molecules through the Stark decelerator, a description in terms of continuous
variables is needed. For a description of the motion of a nonsynchronous molecule relative
to the motion of the synchronous molecule, we will introduce the instantaneous diﬀerence
in phase, ∆φ=φ–φ0, and velocity, ∆v=v–v0. One can regard the lost kinetic energy per
stage of the synchronous molecule to originate from a continuously acting average force,
F¯ (φ0)=−∆K(φ0)/L. This approximation can be made provided the deceleration rate, i.e.,
the amount by which the velocity of the synchronous molecule is reduced in a given stage
relative to v0, is small. When ∆vv0, the average force on a nonsynchronous molecule
can be written as
F¯ (φ0 +∆φ)  −∆K(φ0 + ∆φ)/L. (3.2)
2Although convenient, the fact that the potential energy can be well represented by the ﬁrst terms of
the Fourier series of Eq. (3.1) does not have additional advantages.
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Figure 3.3: The potential energy for metastable CO molecules in the frame moving with
the velocity of the synchronous molecule as a function of φ for four diﬀerent values of φ0.
The potential energy is chosen to be zero at φ=−π. the depth of the traveling potential
well is equal to 0.48 cm−1 (680 mK), 0.19 cm−1 (270 mK), 0.03 cm−1 (43 mK) and 0 cm−1
(0 mK) for φ0 is 0, π/6, π/3 and π/2, respectively.
We can calculate the traveling potential well by integrating Eq. (3.2) over φ. In Fig. 3.3
the potential well for metastable CO is shown for a number of values of φ0 as used in our
experiment (described below).
The equation describing the motion of the nonsynchronous molecule relative to the
motion of the synchronous molecule is given by
mL
π
d2∆φ
dt2
+
2a1
L
(sin (φ0 + ∆φ)− sin (φ0)) = 0, (3.3)
with m the mass of the molecule. This is analogous to the equation of a pendulum driven
by a constant torque. When ∆φ is small, sin (φ0 +∆φ)  sinφ0 + ∆φ cosφ0 and the
equation of motion becomes
mL
π
d2∆φ
dt2
+
2a1
L
(∆φ cosφ0) = 0. (3.4)
In Fig. 3.4 a numerical integration3 of Eq. (3.3) is shown for various equilibrium phases
φ0. The solid curves are lines of constant energy, and indicate trajectories that molecules
will follow. The inner curves are nearly elliptical, corresponding to a nearly linear restoring
force on the molecules, as can be seen from Eq. (3.4). For metastable CO the longitudinal
oscillation frequency, given by
ωz/2π =
√
a1 cosφ0
2mπL2
, (3.5)
3An analytical solution can also be found, see for instance Livingood (1961).
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Figure 3.4: Phase stability diagrams for various values of φ0, obtained via numerical
integration of Eq. (3.3) with parameters as used in the experiment for metastable CO. In
the experiment a diﬀerence in the phase angle of 2π corresponds to a distance of 11 mm.
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is approximately 1 kHz for φ0=60
◦. Further outward, the restoring force is less than
linear and the oscillation frequency is lowered, approaching zero on the separatrix (thick
curve). Beyond the separatrix the total energy of the molecules is larger than the eﬀective
potential well and the trajectories of the molecules are unbound. The area inside the
separatrix (‘bucket’) is the longitudinal acceptance of the decelerator. It is seen that this
area is larger for smaller values of φ0. The deceleration per stage is given by Eq. (3.1) and
increases when φ0 is increased from 0 to
1
2
π. Since both a large acceptance and eﬃcient
deceleration are desirable there is a trade-oﬀ between the two.
The phase stability diagrams showing the longitudinal acceptance of the Stark decelera-
tor are very similar to those used to describe charged particle accelerators (see, for instance,
Edwards and Syphers (1993, Fig. 2.20)). There is an important diﬀerence, however. In a
charged particle accelerator energy is added to the particles at a certain position, while the
amount of energy that is added depends on the time they arrive at this position. In the
Stark decelerator energy is added to the molecules at a certain time, while the amount of
energy that is added depends on their position at that time. Therefore, while in charged
particle accelerators energy and time are conjugate variables, in the Stark decelerator this
role is played by velocity (energy divided by velocity) and position (time multiplied by
velocity). As a consequence, while the energy spread in the laboratory frame remains con-
stant in a charged particle accelerator, the velocity spread in the laboratory frame remains
constant in the Stark decelerator.
The description in the phase space is very useful. Since in the model the time de-
pendence is eliminated, the initial conditions of a molecule uniquely deﬁne its subsequent
motion. Therefore, two trajectories can not cross in (two-dimensional) phase space; if
they did, their position and velocity would be the same and they would have the same
subsequent motion. This implies that a boundary which bounds a number of molecules
at a certain time will transform into a boundary at a later time which bounds the same
molecules. Therefore, we can follow the motion of a large group of molecules by following
the motion of a much smaller group of boundary molecules (Lichtenberg, 1969).
Phase stability ensures that the phase-space density remains constant during the decel-
eration process. In addition, it makes the deceleration insensitive to imperfections of the
electric ﬁeld in the decelerator, caused, for instance, by misalignments of the electrodes or
ﬂuctuations in the applied voltages. Small deviations from the anticipated electric ﬁeld
will make the phase φ0, assumed to be constant throughout the decelerator, diﬀer from
stage to stage. This leads to a slightly modiﬁed acceptance area, with some blurring in the
region of the separatrix. The ﬁnal velocity, however, is determined by the time sequence
only and is not altered.
Using the above derived relations we will now calculate the time sequence. From
Eq. (3.1), the energy of the synchronous molecule as a function of its position in the
decelerator is given by
E(z) = E(z=0)− z
L
2a1 sinφ0, (3.6)
using only the ﬁrst term in Eq. (3.1). The velocity of the synchronous molecule is thus
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Figure 3.5: Time sequence for four diﬀerent phases as indicated in the ﬁgure starting
from a velocity of 275 m/s. The solid lines show ∆T (n)=t(n + 1)–t(n) calculated using
Eq. (3.9), the crosses show the results of a numerical calculation.
given by
v(z) =
√
v2z (z=0)−
z
L
2
m
2a1 sinφ0, (3.7)
We integrate this equation to ﬁnd the time that the synchronous molecule is in the nth
stage,
t(n) =
nL∫
0
dz√
v2z (z=0)−
z
L
2
m
2a1 sinφ0
. (3.8)
And,
t(n) = L
(
vz(z=0)−
√
v2z (z=0)− n
2
m
2a1 sinφ0
)
/
(
1
m
2a1 sinφ0
)
. (3.9)
In Fig. 3.5 the time sequence for deceleration of metastable CO is shown using four
diﬀerent phases as indicated in the ﬁgure. The solid lines show ∆T (n)=t(n + 1)–t(n)
calculated using Eq. (3.9). The crosses show the results of numerical calculation using as
input the electric ﬁeld and the known Stark shift of metastable CO. The electric ﬁeld is
calculated using a ﬁnite-element program Simion 6.0 (Dahl, 1995). Laplace’s equation is
evaluated on a 200×88×88 grid (1 grid unit is 0.1 mm). Using the known Stark shift of
metastable CO the potential energy and the acceleration are calculated on the same grid.
The acceleration on any point is found by making a linear interpolation between the eight
nearest grid points. The trajectory of a molecule through the array is found by numerically
solving the equation of motion using a third-order Runge-Kutta procedure (Press et al.,
1986). The switch times are calculated with a precision of 100 ns, which is the minimum
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Figure 3.6: The velocity as a function of the position in the decelerator for a number
of metastable CO molecules as obtained by numerically solving the equation of motion.
The trajectories have been calculated using φ0 is 60
◦. In this case the velocity of the
traveling well is lowered from 275 m/s to 200 m/s. The initial position is taken to be the
same for all molecules. The gray shaded area shows the velocity interval for which stable
phase-oscillation occurs.
timestep which can be entered in the delay generator (to be described later). For a phase
angle of 60◦ metastable CO molecules are decelerated from 275 m/s to 200 m/s and the
frequency of the electric ﬁelds is lowered from 50 kHz to 37 kHz.
By appropriately incorporating the time-variation of the electric ﬁelds, the program
that is used to numerically calculate the time sequence can also be used to calculate the
trajectories of nonsynchronous molecules through the array. In Fig. 3.6 the velocity of
a number of metastable CO molecules is shown as a function of their position in the
decelerator. The phase of the synchronous molecule is taken to be 60◦. The initial position
is taken to be the same for all molecules. As expected one can observe a modulation with
a period of L (=5.5 mm). In the model this modulation is assumed to be small compared
to the absolute value of the velocity, or at least, to have no net inﬂuence on the trajectory.
The gray shaded area shows the velocity interval for which stable phase oscillation occurs.
3.2.2 Transverse Motion
For the array of electrodes schematically depicted in Fig. 3.1, the electric ﬁeld near the
electrodes is higher than that on the molecular beam axis. Therefore, molecules in low-
ﬁeld-seeking states experience a force focusing them towards the molecular beam axis. This
focusing occurs only in the plane perpendicular to the electrodes, i.e., in the plane of the
ﬁgure. In order to focus the molecules in both transverse directions, the electrode pairs
that make up one deceleration stage are alternately positioned horizontally and vertically.
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In Fig. 3.7 the electric ﬁeld in the decelerator is shown for two mutually perpendicular
planes. Both planes that are shown have the molecular beam axis in common. The
electric ﬁelds are calculated using a ﬁnite element programme, with parameters as in the
experiment. The two opposing rods that make up one deceleration stage have a radius r of
1.5 mm and are spaced a distance d of 2 mm apart. Two adjacent deceleration stages are
spaced a distance L of 5.5 mm apart. With a maximum voltage of +10 kV and −10 kV
on the electrodes the maximum electric ﬁeld on the molecular beam axis is 90 kV/cm.
Near the electrodes at high voltage the electric ﬁeld is 120 kV/cm. The electric ﬁelds
shown in Fig. 3.7 are calculated for the situation with the electrodes along the x axis
(front part) at ground potential and with the electrodes along the y axis (partly hidden)
at high voltage. Therefore, molecules in low-ﬁeld-seeking states are focused in the plane
perpendicular to the electrodes at high voltage, as shown in the upper part of the ﬁgure.
In the other direction the electric ﬁeld is (nearly) constant and therefore there will be no
focusing or defocusing in this direction. During the deceleration process the molecules pass
through electric ﬁeld stages that are alternately positioned horizontally and vertically, and
are therefore focused in either direction.
As can be seen from Fig. 3.7, the force experienced by a molecule depends on its position
in the decelerator. In addition, it depends on the time sequence of the high voltage pulses
that are applied. A molecule is strongly focused when in between the electrodes at high
voltage but much less so further away from these electrodes. Therefore, the trajectories
are generally complicated. When the focusing is not too strong, the z dependence of this
force can be eliminated by introducing an average force. The transverse motion throughout
the decelerator can then be described using this average force, which will now depend on
the phase angle φ only. The motion of the molecules in the transverse potential well is
characterized by a transverse angular oscillation frequency ωt(φ). The condition that the
focusing is not too strong can be formulated as 2π/ωt 	 2L/vz, i.e., that the time of
transverse oscillation is much larger than the time it takes for the molecules to traverse
one period (two stages) of the decelerator. Molecules with a longitudinal velocity close to
the velocity of the synchronous molecules will traverse a distance L during ∆T , the time
interval after which the voltages are being switched. The force needs to be averaged over
2L
F¯t(φ) =
1
2L
∫ (φ+2π)L/π
φL/π
Ft(z)dz. (3.10)
Near the molecular beam axis, the average force is linearly dependent on the dis-
placement from this axis. The solid curve in Fig. 3.8 shows the resulting force constant
(1 aN/mm  0.05 cm−1/mm2) for metastable CO. The dashed curve shows the maximum
depth of the transverse potential well, i.e., the depth one mm away from the molecular
beam axis. Since the linear dependence of the force on the displacement holds rather well
throughout, the curves are almost identical. For φ=60◦ the transverse well is ∼0.012 cm−1,
or ∼17 mK, deep. Molecules with a maximum transverse velocity of 3 m/s will, therefore,
still be accepted in the deceleration process. The frequency of transverse oscillation, ωt/2π,
is approximately 700 Hz.
Generally a molecule oscillates between a minimum and a maximum phase and therefore
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Figure 3.7: The electric ﬁeld in two mutually perpendicular planes that have the molec-
ular beam axis in common, together with a schematic view of two adjacent electric ﬁeld
stages. The two rods along the x axis are at ground potential, while the rods along the y
axis are at +10 kV and −10 kV. With these voltages the maximum electric ﬁeld on the
molecular beam axis is 90 kV/cm. Near the electrodes at high voltage the electric ﬁeld is
120 kV/cm.
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Figure 3.8: The average force constant (close to the molecular beam axis) for metastable
CO as a function of φ (solid curve) together with the maximum depth of the transverse
potential well (dashed curve), i.e., the depth one mm away from the molecular beam axis.
experiences a diﬀerent (average) transverse force along its path. The coupling between the
longitudinal motion and the transverse motion may result in parametric ampliﬁcation of
the transverse oscillation. This eﬀect might be expected to be strong, as the frequencies
involved are rather similar. On the other hand, as the deceleration process only lasts 2-3
oscillation periods, parametric ampliﬁcation is not expected to be important, as conﬁrmed
by numerical simulations. The maximum accepted transverse velocity is determined by the
minimum depth of the transverse potential well through which the molecules pass. This
implies that the maximum transverse acceptance is obtained for molecules with a phase
around that of the synchronous molecule.
Since a maximum of the electric ﬁeld strength cannot be produced in free space,
molecules in high-ﬁeld-seeking states cannot be simultaneously focused in both transverse
directions. It is possible, however, to produce a ﬁeld that has a maximum in one direction
and a minimum in the other direction. By alternating the orientation of these ﬁelds it is
possible to obtain net focusing (‘alternate gradient focusing’) for molecules in high-ﬁeld-
seeking states in either direction. This principle is the subject of Chapter IV.
3.3 Experimental Setup
In order to demonstrate the performance of the Stark decelerator, experiments have been
carried out on CO molecules in the a3Π state. The main reason to use metastable CO
molecules for these experiments is that (i) they can be prepared in a single quantum state
at a well-deﬁned position and time, and (ii) their velocity distribution can be readily
measured.
The experimental setup, schematically depicted in Fig. 3.9 consists of a compact molecu-
lar beam machine, with two diﬀerentially pumped vacuum chambers4. The source chamber
4In the Appendix to Chapter V a blueprint of the setup as used for trapping ammonia molecules is
shown.
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Figure 3.9: Scheme of the experimental setup. State selected metastable CO (a3Π1,
v′=0,J ′=1) molecules are prepared using pulsed laser excitation of ground-state CO
molecules. The beam of metastable CO molecules is slowed down upon passage through
a series of 63 pulsed electric ﬁeld stages. The time-of-ﬂight (TOF) distribution of the
metastable CO molecules over the 54 cm distance from laser preparation to detection is
measured via recording of the amount of electrons emitted from a gold surface when the
metastable CO molecules impinge on it.
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and decelerator chamber are pumped by a 300 /s and a 240 /s turbo pump, respectively.
A pulsed beam of CO is formed by expanding a 5% CO in Xenon mixture through a
modiﬁed solenoid valve with a 0.8 mm diameter opening into vacuum. The solenoid valve
(General Valves series 9) is modiﬁed such that it can be operated down to liquid nitrogen
temperatures. In the CO experiments the valve housing is cooled to 180 K, just above the
boiling point of Xe. The stagnation pressure is typically about 1.5 atm. The valve opens
for a duration of 80 µs. The experiments run at 10 Hz, and under operating conditions
the pressure in the source chamber and the decelerator chamber is typically 5×10−6 and
2×10−8 Torr, respectively. The mean velocity of the CO molecules in the beam is 280 m/s,
corresponding to an initial kinetic energy of Ekin=92 cm
−1. The velocity spread is approx-
imately 12%, corresponding to a temperature of 0.48 cm−1 or ∼0.7 K in the moving frame.
The CO molecules pass through a 1.0 mm diameter skimmer into a second diﬀerentially
pumped vacuum chamber. Preparation of a pulsed beam of metastable CO molecules in
single quantum levels is performed by direct laser excitation of the ground-state molecules
via the spin-forbidden a3Π (v′=0)←X1Σ+ (v′′=0) transition, using pulsed 206 nm (6.0 eV)
radiation. In our experimental setup, the molecules need to be prepared in states that ex-
hibit a positive Stark eﬀect which are the upper components of the Λ-doublets in the a3Π
state (see Chapter II). In the experiments reported here, laser preparation of the J ′=1 a3Π1
level via the Q2(1) transition is used. The used radiation is obtained via frequency tripling
of the output of a pulsed dye ampliﬁed cw ring dye laser system. This system produces
pulses of 5 ns duration with a typical energy of 1 mJ/pulse in a 150 MHz bandwidth. The
laser is focused to a 0.3 mm diameter spot. At the used intensities the spin forbidden a3Π1
← X1Σ+ transition can be fully saturated.
It is essential that the molecules remain in the low-ﬁeld-seeking state throughout
the decelerator. If the molecules entered a zero electric ﬁeld, they might exit it in the
|J,MΩ〉=|1, 0〉 state, in which case they would be lost for the deceleration process. These
Majorana transitions are avoided by assuring that the electric ﬁeld never drops below a
certain minimum value (Harland et al., 1999). Furthermore, the rapid switching of the
electric ﬁelds generates rf radiation that can induce transitions between Stark states. In
order to avoid such transitions, the minimum electric ﬁeld needs to be kept suﬃciently
high so that the Stark splitting remains larger than the energy of the highest frequency
component of the rf radiation. Molecules moving through the decelerator never experience
an electric ﬁeld below 300 V/cm, and no sign of a loss due to these transitions has been
observed5.
The 35 cm long Stark decelerator consists of an array of 63 equidistant (L=5.5 mm)
electric ﬁeld stages. Each deceleration stage is formed by two parallel 3 mm diameter
cylindrical rods, spaced 2 mm apart. The rods are made from hardened steel and are
highly polished. The two opposing rods are simultaneously switched by two independent
high-voltage switches to a maximum of +15 kV and −15 kV. All horizontal and verti-
cal stages are electronically connected requiring a total of four independent high voltage
5It should be noted, however, that for molecules that have hyperﬁne structure, such as ND3, the rapid
switching of the electric ﬁelds is expected to scramble the population between the various low-ﬁeld-seeking
hyperﬁne levels.
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switches (Behlke Electronic GmbH, HTS-151-03-GSM). The switches are triggered by a
programmable delay generator running at a clock frequency of 10 MHz. It is advantageous
to operate the decelerator at the highest possible electric ﬁelds, since this will increase the
acceptance of the decelerator. The maximum obtainable electric ﬁeld strength is limited by
ﬁeld electron emission at the electrode surfaces. It is assumed that this will take place at
ﬁeld strengths over ∼104 kV/cm (Latham, 1981), in principle allowing a voltage diﬀerence
of 2000 kV over the 2 mm gap between the electrodes. In practice, however, electrical
breakdown takes place at much lower voltage diﬀerences due to ﬁeld enhancement at mi-
crofeatures associated with the intrinsic microscopic roughness of the electrode surfaces.
Breakdown events need not be disastrous as long as the energy that is dissipated in the
gap is kept low. In fact, since discharges melt locally the surface, these events reduce the
roughness of the surface, allowing the gap to withstand a higher voltage diﬀerence after the
event. Since in the decelerator the electric ﬁelds are switched rapidly (within 200 ns), the
resistance between the switches and the electrodes needs to be small (1 kΩ). Under these
conditions it is likely that a discharge will permanently damage the surface, instead of
improving it. Therefore, before operating the decelerator with time-varying electric ﬁelds,
a constant electric ﬁeld is used for high-voltage conditioning. The voltage diﬀerence is
slowly increased while the current of the induced discharges is being limited. This pro-
cedure allows for an increase of the maximum attainable voltage diﬀerence between the
electrodes without sparking. Typically, the voltage diﬀerence is increased by 5 kV/hour
while the current is limited to 1 µA. This procedure is repeated every time the decelerator
has been exposed to air. After this treatment, the decelerator is operated at a voltage
diﬀerence 25% below the maximum voltage diﬀerence sustainable during the high-voltage
conditioning. In this way the decelerator could be operated routinely at +10 kV and
−10 kV, corresponding to a maximum electric ﬁeld of 120 kV/cm near the electrodes. It
is believed that at present the maximum electric ﬁeld is limited by currents running over
the surface of the aluminum-oxide rings that are used for suspension of the decelerator.
By improving the mounting of the decelerator, it is expected that the electric ﬁelds could
be increased to 200 kV/cm or more.
In all experiments presented here, the decelerator is operated at voltages of +10 kV
and −10 kV. Under these conditions the maximum energy that can be lost in one stage
is 0.8 cm−1 or 1.15 K. The velocity of the beam is determined by measuring the delay
between excitation and the arrival of the molecules at the detector 54 cm downstream.
The metastable CO molecules are detected by counting the number of electrons emitted
from a ﬂat gold surface when the metastable CO molecules impinge on it.
3.4 Experimental Results
The actual number of electric ﬁeld stages that is used can be varied by adjusting the
computer controlled sequence by which the switches are triggered. In the left part of
Fig. 3.10 the measured time-of-ﬂight (TOF) distributions are plotted for an increasing
number of electric ﬁeld stages used, as indicated in the ﬁgure. The experimental curves,
which have been given an oﬀset for clarity, are normalized to have the same integrated
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Figure 3.10: Observed TOF distributions using an increasing number of electrodes for
φ0=0
◦. On the right, the results from a numerical simulation are plotted in phase-space
diagrams, when 0, 15, 31, and 47 stages are used.
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intensity; the actual intensity increases by more than a factor 5 with an increasing number
of stages used due to transverse focusing eﬀects. The electric ﬁelds are switched at equal
time intervals of ∆T=20 µs, such that the traveling potential is moving at 275 m/s, close
to the mean velocity of the molecular beam. By varying the number of electrodes used, the
time that the trapping potential is on, is varied. Therefore, the observed TOF distributions
are snapshots of the motion of the metastable CO molecules in the traveling potential well.
The width of the TOF distributions is a convolution of the spatial and velocity distribution
of the trapped molecules. However, as the velocity spread of these molecules can be as
large as 12% while the spatial extent of the bunch of molecules is always below 2% of the
ﬂight path, the TOF distribution mainly reﬂects the velocity distribution. The oscillation
of the width of the TOF distributions with increasing number of stages, therefore, directly
reﬂects the oscillation in the velocity spread of the trapped molecules. The dashed curve
above the TOF distribution recorded with 47 stages, results from a numerical simulation
of the trajectories through the decelerator. On the right hand side of Fig. 3.10, the results
from the simulation for 0, 15, 31, and 47 electric ﬁeld stages, are plotted in phase-space
diagrams, together with several (including the outermost) orbits of the phase stability
diagram for φ0=0
◦. The position of a molecule in phase space is represented by a dot
in these diagrams. The projections of the distributions of molecules in phase space on
the velocity axis, as shown on the left axes, give the true velocity distributions of the
trapped molecules. Since the metastable molecules are prepared in a 0.3 mm diameter
laser focus, only a small region in phase space is occupied at the entrance of the Stark
decelerator. This enables the direct observation of the oscillatory motion of the molecules
in velocity and position. The molecules are seen to describe closed orbits in the position-
velocity plane. Due to the anharmonicity of the traveling potential well the outer orbits
have longer periods than the inner ones, resulting in spiral structures. The tails of these
spirals are seen as sharp edges in the upper TOF distribution and are shown in more
detail in the inset. The narrowest velocity distribution results when the distribution of the
molecules in the phase-space diagrams is ‘horizontal’. The ultimate width of the velocity
distribution is determined by the initial spatial extent of the bunch of molecules at the
entrance of the Stark decelerator. When 15 stages are used, the relative velocity spread is
0.7%, corresponding to a temperature in the moving frame of T=4 mK.
The molecules trapped in the potential well can be decelerated by gradually increasing
∆T , at the cost of a decrease of the depth of the potential. In Fig. 3.11 measured TOF
distributions are plotted for an increasing number of electric ﬁeld stages, using a time
sequence calculated for φ0=60
◦. With these settings, the velocity of the traveling well is
lowered from 275 m/s to 200 m/s. The depth of the well is 43 mK; molecules with a
FWHM velocity distribution of 4 m/s centered around the central velocity are captured.
The molecules having an initial velocities outside this selected interval are on average,
not decelerated or accelerated. These molecules contribute to the more or less Gaussian
distribution centered around the original arrival time in the TOF proﬁles. A hole can be
observed where the decelerated bunch is sliced out. The intensity increases by more than
a factor of 5 with an increasing number of stages used due to transversal focusing eﬀects.
For the upper curve, in which the maximum number of electric ﬁeld stages is employed,
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Figure 3.11: Observed TOF distributions using an increasing number of electrodes for
φ0=60
◦. The measurements have been given an oﬀset for clarity. The intensity is seen
to increase by more than a factor of 5 with an increasing number of stages used due
to transverse focusing eﬀects. The gray curve shows a calculated TOF proﬁle, to be
compared to the upper of the measured curves.
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Figure 3.12: Observed TOF distributions using 47 electrodes for diﬀerent values of φ0.
All measurements have the same vertical scale.
the calculated TOF proﬁle is shown as well (gray curve), and is seen to describe the
experimental observations well. Although not shown explicitly, all calculated TOF proﬁles
are in good agreement with the observed ones, and both the observed intensity variations
with the increasing number of electric ﬁeld stages and the rather complicated structures
that appear in the TOF proﬁles are well reproduced.
These measurements have been performed using a number of values for the phase of
the synchronous molecule as shown in Fig. 3.12. All measurements are plotted at the
same vertical scale. In Fig. 3.13 the experimentally observed fraction of the beam that is
conﬁned in the traveling potential well (right) is shown together with the kinetic energy
loss of the metastable CO molecules over 47 stages (left) as a function of φ0. The solid
curves shows the result using the analytical model with 2a1=0.76 cm
−1. Including the next
term in the Fourier expansion with 2a3=−0.040 cm−1 yields the dashed curves.
3.5 Conclusions
The results presented in this chapter clearly demonstrate the potential of the Stark de-
celerator for transferring the high initial phase-space densities from the moving molecular
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Figure 3.13: Observed kinetic energy loss over 47 stages (left) and the observed fraction
of the molecular beam that is decelerated (right) as a function of φ0, compared to results
from the analytical model.
frame to the laboratory frame. The record-low molecular beam temperatures with their
variable velocities achieved in this study hold great promise for a variety of molecular beam
experiments.
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Chapter 4
Deceleration of Metastable CO in
High-ﬁeld-seeking States1
Abstract
Neutral dipolar molecules can be decelerated and trapped using time-varying inhomoge-
neous electric ﬁelds. This has only been demonstrated for molecules in low-ﬁeld-seeking
states, but can in principle be performed on molecules in high-ﬁeld-seeking states as well.
Transverse stability is then much more diﬃcult to obtain, however, since molecules in high-
ﬁeld-seeking states always experience a force towards the electrodes. Here we demonstrate
that an array of dipole lenses in alternate gradient conﬁguration can be used to main-
tain transverse stability. A pulsed beam of metastable CO in high-ﬁeld-seeking states is
accelerated from 275 m/s to 289 m/s as well as decelerated from 275 m/s to 260 m/s.
1Based on: H.L. Bethlem, A.J.A. van Roij, R.T. Jongma, and G. Meijer, Phys. Rev. Lett. 88, 133003
(2002).
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4.1 Introduction
In Chapter III a beam of metastable CO molecules was decelerated using time-varying
electric ﬁelds. This method is based on the notion that a molecule in a quantum state
in which the electric dipole moment is anti parallel to an external electric ﬁeld will be
attracted to regions of low electric ﬁeld. Therefore, molecules in such a ‘low-ﬁeld-seeking’
state, will be decelerated on their way from a region of low electric ﬁeld into a region of
high electric ﬁeld. If the electric ﬁeld is switched oﬀ while the molecules are still in the
region of high electric ﬁeld, the molecules will not regain their lost kinetic energy. This
process can be repeated until the average velocity is reduced to an arbitrarily low value.
A properly timed switching of the electric ﬁelds ensures that a bunch of molecules can
be kept together in the forward direction (‘phase stability’) throughout this deceleration
process. Transverse stability is achieved by using an electrode geometry that produces a
minimum of the electric ﬁeld on the molecular beam axis, thereby continuously focusing
the beam.
The rotational ground state of any molecule is always lowered in energy by an external
perturbation, and is therefore a ‘high-ﬁeld-seeking’ state. It would be a major advantage
if molecules (and atoms (Maddi et al., 1999)) in this state could be decelerated as well.
It might appear to be straightforward to apply the above method to molecules in high-
ﬁeld-seeking states by simply letting the molecules ﬂy out oﬀ, instead of into, the region
of a high electric ﬁeld. For the motion of the molecules in the forward direction, this is
true indeed. However, Maxwell’s equations do not allow for a maximum of the electric
ﬁeld in free space (Wing, 1984; Ketterle and Pritchard, 1992), e.g., on the molecular beam
axis, and therefore transverse stability cannot be maintained easily; molecules in high-ﬁeld-
seeking states have the tendency to crash into the electrodes, where the electric ﬁelds are
the highest.
The same situation is encountered in charged particle accelerators where this problem
has been resolved by applying the alternate gradient (AG) focusing method (Courant
and Snyder, 1958). This method came out of the realization that a long-established fact
of geometrical optics was applicable to ion optics as well; for a pair of lenses that have
equal focal lengths but with one lens converging and the other diverging, the total focal
length is always positive. This same principle can be applied to polar molecules when
using electrostatic dipole lenses. These lenses focus the molecular beam in one direction
but simultaneously defocus the beam in the orthogonal direction. By alternating the
orientation of these lenses, an electric ﬁeld geometry with a focusing eﬀect in both directions
can be created. By switching these lenses on and oﬀ at the appropriate times, AG focusing
and deceleration of a molecular beam can be achieved simultaneously.
The application of AG focusing to polar molecules was ﬁrst considered by Auerbach
et al. (1966) in a design study for a neutral particle accelerator at the University of Chicago
(Wolfgang, 1968). AG focusing was experimentally demonstrated by Kakati and Laine´
(1967, 1969, 1971) and by Gu¨nther et al. (Gu¨nther and Schu¨gerl, 1972; Lu¨bbert et al.,
1975, 1978). Although the Chicago group demonstrated AG focusing of a molecular beam
as well, their attempts to demonstrate acceleration remained without success (Bromberg,
1972). More recently, AG focusing has been used to image an atomic beam (Noh et al.,
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Figure 4.1: Scheme of the experimental setup. State-selected metastable CO molecules
are prepared using pulsed laser excitation of ground-state CO molecules. The beam
of metastable CO molecules is focused and decelerated using 12 electrodynamic dipole
lenses in alternate gradient conﬁguration. The time-of-ﬂight (TOF) distribution of the
metastable CO molecules over the 54 cm distance from laser preparation to detection is
measured via recording of the number of electrons emitted from a gold surface when the
metastable CO molecules impinge on it. In the inset at the left-hand side of the ﬁgure an
enlarged view of a lens is shown together with an (xˆ,yˆ,zˆ) axis system. The electric ﬁelds
along xˆ and yˆ are shown in the inset at the right-hand side of the ﬁgure.
2000). In this chapter we demonstrate acceleration and deceleration of polar molecules in
high-ﬁeld-seeking states. A pulsed beam of metastable CO is accelerated from 275 m/s to
289 m/s as well as decelerated from 275 m/s to 260 m/s using an array of dipole lenses in
AG conﬁguration.
4.2 Transverse Stability
A scheme of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.1. The prototype AG decelerator
consists of 12 dipole lenses, positioned symmetrically around the molecular beam axis. One
of the lenses is shown enlarged in the inset at the left-hand side of Fig. 4.1, along with an
(xˆ,yˆ,zˆ) axis system. A lens is composed of two identical thin electrodes (2 mm thick) with
the side facing the molecular beam rounded oﬀ with a radius of curvature of 1 mm. The
distance between the two electrodes is 2 mm. Typically, voltages of +10 kV and −10 kV
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are applied to these electrodes, yielding an electric ﬁeld at the molecular beam axis close
to 90 kV/cm. The electric ﬁelds along xˆ and yˆ are shown in the inset at the right-hand
side of Fig. 4.1. It is seen that molecules in high-ﬁeld-seeking states experience a force
that repels them from the molecular beam axis in the plane of the electrodes, and attracts
them toward the molecular beam axis in the plane perpendicular to this. The force acting
on a polar molecule is F=−∇W (| E|), with W (| E|) the Stark energy of the molecule in the
electric ﬁeld of magnitude E. Based on symmetry arguments ∇ · F=0 on the molecular
beam axis for a molecule with a ﬁrst or second order Stark interaction (Auerbach et al.,
1966). Assuming the electrodes to be inﬁnitely long, Fz is equal to zero, and it follows
that ∂Fx/∂x=−∂Fy/∂y.
Close to the molecular beam axis the force is linear in the displacement. For molecules
moving with a constant velocity vz along the molecular beam axis, the equations of motion
along xˆ and yˆ can therefore be written as ∂2x/∂z2 + Ω2x=0 and ∂2y/∂z2 − Ω2y=0 with
Ω=
√|kx,y|/mv2z and kx and ky the force constants. Following standard procedures in ion
optics (Courant and Snyder, 1958; Lee, 1999) the general solution in xˆ and yˆ can be written
in matrix form as(
x
vx
)
=
(
cosΩL (1/ (vzΩ)) sinΩL
−vzΩ sinΩL cosΩL
)(
x0
vx0
)
≡ F
(
x0
vx0
)
,(
y
vy
)
=
(
coshΩL (1/ (vzΩ)) sinhΩL
vzΩ sinhΩL coshΩL
)(
y0
vy0
)
≡ D
(
y0
vy0
)
,
where the 2x2 matrices describe the transfer of the molecules through a focusing (F ) and
defocusing (D) lens of length L. The path of a molecule through the array of lenses can
now be calculated, realizing that the molecules pass alternatingly through focusing and
defocusing lenses. The ﬁeld-free regions of length s in between the lenses are described by
a simple transfer matrix O of the form
O =
(
1 s/vz
0 1
)
.
The transfer matrix of the complete AG decelerator with 2N lenses is given by (FODO)N .
In order for the transverse motion to be stable it is necessary that all the elements of this
transfer matrix remain bounded when N increases indeﬁnitely, which is the case when
−1 < 1
2
Tr(FODO) < +1.
In Fig. 4.2 typical trajectories through the decelerator are shown using experimental
parameters. The gray-shaded area indicates the region of stable trajectories. It is seen
that the beam envelope is larger at the positive lenses than at the negative lenses.
4.3 Alternate-gradient Deceleration
In order to decelerate or accelerate the molecules, time-varying electric ﬁelds are applied.
A molecule in a high-ﬁeld-seeking state will gain kinetic energy as it enters the ﬁeld of a
lens, while it loses kinetic energy as it leaves the lens. When the electric ﬁeld is switched on
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Figure 4.2: A number of trajectories through the AG-decelerator, calculated using the
matrix formalism described in the text, are shown. The gray-shaded area shows the beam
envelope.
when the molecule is inside a lens, there will be no change to its kinetic energy but it will
decelerate while leaving the lens. The moment when the ﬁeld is switched on determines
the eﬀective length L of the lens; the focusing properties can thus be optimized without
aﬀecting the deceleration properties. Phase stable operation can be obtained by switching
the electric ﬁelds oﬀ again when the molecules have not yet left the ﬁeld of a lens completely.
In that case, molecules which are at the head of the pulse will lose more kinetic energy while
molecules which are at the pulse’s tail will lose less kinetic energy. Therefore, molecules
in a narrow position and velocity interval will be conﬁned to this area of phase space
throughout the decelerator (see Fig. 4.3). It is convenient to deﬁne a phase angle φ as a
measure of the energy loss per stage (∆W ) via ∆W= W ′ sinφ, with W ′ the maximum
(negative) Stark shift on the molecular beam axis.
4.4 Experiment
In order to demonstrate the performance of the alternate gradient decelerator, experiments
have been carried out on CO molecules in the a3Π state. The main reason for choosing
metastable CO molecules is that (i) they can be prepared in a single quantum state at a
well-deﬁned position and time, and (ii) their velocity distribution can be readily measured.
A pulsed beam of CO is produced by expanding a 5% CO in Xe mixture into vacuum,
using a modiﬁed solenoid valve. Cooling the valve housing to 180 K (just above the boil-
ing point of Xe) reduces the mean velocity of the CO molecules in the beam to 275 m/s,
corresponding to an initial kinetic energy of Ekin=89 cm
−1. The velocity spread is approx-
imately 10%, corresponding to a temperature of ∼0.5 K in the moving frame. The CO
molecules pass through a 1.0 mm diameter skimmer into a second, diﬀerentially pumped,
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Figure 4.3: The Stark shift of metastable CO (a3Π1, v′=0,J ′=1, MΩ=1) molecules as
a function of their position along the molecular beam axis. The dotted lines indicate the
position of the synchronous molecule when the electric ﬁelds are switched on and oﬀ for
two diﬀerent phases. In the lower part of the ﬁgure some (closed) trajectories in phase
space are shown for nonsynchronous molecules, relative to the position and velocity of
the synchronous molecule.
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Figure 4.4: Observed TOF distributions of metastable CO over the 54 cm path length
through the apparatus for 4 diﬀerent phases as indicated in the ﬁgure, together with the
TOF distribution when no electric ﬁelds are applied (lower curve). The measurements
(thick curves) have been given an oﬀset for clarity. The thin curves show the results of
a numerical simulation. The dashed line shows the expected arrival time of a molecule
ﬂying with a (constant) velocity of 275 m/s.
vacuum chamber. Metastable CO molecules in a single quantum state are prepared by
direct laser excitation of the ground-state molecules on the spin-forbidden a3Π (v′=0) ←
X1Σ+ (v′′=0) transition, using pulsed 206 nm (6.0 eV) radiation. For this experiment the
molecules need to be prepared in states that experience a negative Stark shift which are
the lower components of the Λ-doublets in the a3Π state (see Chapter II). In the experi-
ments reported here, laser preparation of the J ′=1 a3Π1 level via the R2(0) transition is
used. By setting the polarization of the laser perpendicular to the stray ﬁelds present in
the decelerator only the MΩ = 1 high-ﬁeld-seeking state is excited.
Laser preparation is performed in a 1 mm diameter spot, 5 mm in front of the 35 cm
long AG decelerator consisting of an array of 12 equidistant 27 mm long dipole lenses.
Successive lenses are separated by a 4 mm long drift region. The two opposing electrodes
of a lens are simultaneously switched by two independent high voltage switches to maximum
voltages of +10 kV and –10 kV. The ﬁrst and last lens have just half the length in order to
have a more symmetric acceptance along xˆ and yˆ. The time-of-ﬂight (TOF) distributions
over the 54 cm distance from laser-preparation to detection are recorded by measuring the
number of electrons emitted from a ﬂat gold surface when the metastable CO molecules
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impinge on it.
In Fig. 4.4 the measured TOF distributions are plotted for several values of φ0 as
indicated in the ﬁgure. The lower curve is the TOF distribution of the original beam,
when no voltages are applied, corresponding to a beam with a mean velocity of 275 m/s.
Using the 12 stages, molecules are decelerated from 275 m/s to 260 m/s, or accelerated from
275 m/s up to 289 m/s, depending on the phase angle φ0 that is used. The thin curves
show the results of a numerical simulation using a ﬁnite element method to calculate
the electric ﬁelds. The calculations are seen to describe the TOF distributions for the
decelerated bunch rather well; a similarly good agreement is obtained in the simulation for
the accelerated beam (not shown). In order to match the measured TOF distributions we
have scaled down the simulations by a factor of 20; upon applying the electric ﬁelds the
integrated signal decreases by a factor of ∼7 where we would have expected an increase
in signal by at least a factor 3. This discrepancy is most likely due to misalignments in
the decelerator; with a random displacement of ±0.2 mm of the lenses the observed TOF
distributions can be quantitatively reproduced.
4.5 Conclusions
The proof-of-principle experiment described in this chapter demonstrates the potential of
an AG decelerator for producing beams of polar molecules with arbitrarily (low) velocities.
In the deceleration process the phase-space density remains constant; bunches of molecules
are kept together independent of the number of lenses used in the decelerator. With
the present geometry, 90 lenses would be required to bring the metastable CO molecules
to a standstill. For this, the mechanical design of the decelerator must be improved.
Alternatively, a geometry where a single lens is composed of multiple deceleration stages
can be used, i.e., a geometry with a number of subsequent electrode pairs oriented along
the same plane. The latter design is expected to be less susceptible to misalignment.
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Chapter 5
Deceleration and trapping
of Ammonia Molecules using
Time-varying Electric Fields1
Abstract
A polar molecule experiences a force in an inhomogeneous electric ﬁeld. Using this force
neutral molecules can be decelerated and trapped. This can in principle be done without
loss in phase-space density. Using a series of 64 pulsed inhomogeneous electric ﬁelds a su-
personic beam of ammonia molecules (14NH3,
14ND3,
15ND3) is decelerated. Subsequently,
the decelerated molecules are loaded into an electrostatic quadrupole trap. Densities on
the order of 107 molecules/cm3 at a temperature of 25 mK are obtained for 14ND3 and
15ND3 separately and simultaneously. This corresponds to a phase-space density in the
trap of 2×10−13, 50 times less than the initial phase-space density in the beam.
1Based on: H.L. Bethlem, G. Berden, F.M.H. Crompvoets, R.T. Jongma, A.J.A. van Roij, and G.
Meijer, Nature (London) 406, 491 (2001),
and: H.L. Bethlem, F.M.H. Crompvoets, R.T. Jongma, S.Y.T. van de Meerakker, and G. Meijer, Phys.
Rev. A 65 053416 (2002).
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Figure 5.1: Schematic view of the experimental setup. A beam of ammonia molecules
is decelerated in a 35 cm long decelerator and loaded into an electrostatic trap. In order
to detect the ammonia molecules a pulsed laser is focused inside the trap. The resulting
ions are extracted and counted using an ion detector.
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter III, a beam of metastable CO was decelerated from 275 m/s to 200 m/s using
an array of pulsed electric ﬁelds. Here, the same method is used to decelerate a beam of
ammonia molecules. Due to their slightly larger Stark shift and smaller mass, deuterated
ammonia can be brought to a standstill in the current setup. The decelerated molecules are
subsequently loaded into an electrostatic trap. In Chapter III it was shown that the phase-
space density remains constant during the deceleration process. This in itself is not enough.
When the phase-space distribution of the molecular beam (‘emittance’) does not match
the phase-space ‘acceptance’ of the decelerator (where acceptance is used to designate the
shape of the curves of constant energy rather than the curve of maximum constant energy)
the phase-space area sampled by the molecules will be larger (see for instance Fig. 3.10).
Although in this example the area remains constant, the original distribution is in practice
irretrievable, and the eﬀective area in phase space is increased, i.e., the eﬀective (time
averaged) phase-space density is decreased. In order to avoid this, one needs to shape the
emittance properly, a process known as ‘phase-space matching’ (Lichtenberg, 1969). The
setup required to decelerate and trap a molecular beam therefore consists of essentially
5 parts: (i) a molecular beam source; (ii) a device to match the beam to the input of the
decelerator; (iii) a decelerator; (iv) a device to match the beam exiting the decelerator to
the trap; (v) a trap. In this way a 6D area in phase space is imaged from the source region
of the molecular beam onto the trap.
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5.2 Deceleration
5.2.1 Experiment
The experimental setup, schematically depicted in Fig. 5.1, is similar to the one used in
chapter III, the diﬀerence being a hexapole, which is mounted in front of the decelerator,
and a trap, that is mounted directly behind the decelerator2. A pulsed beam of ammonia
is formed by expanding a mixture of less than 1% ammonia in Xenon through a modiﬁed
solenoid valve into vacuum. The valve housing is cooled to 200 K, such that the vapor
pressure of ammonia remains suﬃciently high. The stagnation pressure is typically about
1.5 atm. The experiments run at 10 Hz, and under operating conditions the pressure in
the source chamber and the decelerator chamber is typically 4×10−6 and 2×10−8 Torr,
respectively. The peak intensity of the beam is limited by the pumping capacity; at higher
pressures in the source chamber the beam collapses. The beam passes through a 1.0 mm
diameter skimmer into a second vacuum chamber and then ﬂies into a 5 cm long pulsed
hexapole that acts as a positive lens for molecules in low-ﬁeld-seeking states. After exiting
the hexapole the molecules enter a 35 cm long decelerator. The decelerator consists of an
array of 64 deceleration stages. Each deceleration stage is formed by two parallel 3 mm
diameter cylindrical rods, spaced 2 mm apart. The two opposing rods are simultaneously
switched by two independent high-voltage switches to a maximum of +15 kV and −15 kV.
All horizontal and vertical stages are electronically connected requiring a total of four
independent high voltage switches. The switches are triggered by a programmable delay
generator. Directly behind the decelerator an electrostatic quadrupole trap is mounted.
The trap consists out of two endcaps and a ring electrode. The center of the trap is located
24.5 mm behind the last stage of the decelerator. In order to trap molecules a voltage of
12 kV is applied to the ring electrode while both endcaps are at ground potential. The
entrance endcap is connected to one of the HV-switches of the decelerator and is switched
to high voltage when the trap is loaded. To detect the molecules high voltages are switched
oﬀ and a laser beam is focused inside the trap. Using a pulsed tunable UV laser, 14ND3
molecules in the |J,K〉=|1, 1〉 upper component of the inversion doublet are selectively
ionized in a (2+1) resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) scheme. The
laser radiation, about 10 mJ of energy around 317 nm, with a bandwidth of 0.15 cm−1
and a pulse duration of 5 ns, is focused inside the trap using a lens with a focal length of
75 cm.
Mass-selective detection of the parent ions is performed using the trap electrodes as ex-
traction electrodes in a Wiley-McLaren type mass spectrometer setup, as shown in Fig. 5.2.
For this, a voltage of −300 V is applied to the exit endcap. The ﬁeld-free ﬂight tube is
kept at −1.2 kV and the ion signal is recorded using a microchannel plate detector placed
further downstream. In the lower part of Fig. 5.2 a typical mass spectrum is shown with
the laser frequency resonant on either 14ND3 (upper curve) or
15ND3 (lower curve). The
B˜1E”(ν2=5) ← X˜(ν2=0) transition in 15ND3 is about 10 cm−1 shifted towards the red
compared to the same transition in 14ND3. The ion signal is proportional to the density of
2In the Appendix a blueprint of the setup is shown.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic view of the trap. The ammonia molecules are detected by res-
onantly ionizing them using a tunable UV laser. The produced ions are extracted and
detected on a MCP detector. In the lower part of the ﬁgure a typical mass spectrum
recorded in the trap is shown. The measurements are taken while 14ND3 and
15ND3 are
simultaneously trapped. The upper and lower curve are recorded when the laser radiation
is resonant with a transition in 14ND3 and
15ND3, respectively. The peaks around 12, 24
and 36 Dalton are due to fragmentation of oil in the laser focus.
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Figure 5.3: (2+1)-REMPI spectra recorded via the B˜ 1E”, ν ′2=4 (upper panel) and ν ′2=5
(lower panel) state in 14ND3. In each panel, the upper curves are from measurements on
the molecular beam, whereas the lower curves are recorded on the trapped molecules.
neutral ammonia molecules at the center of the trap.
The various ammonia isotopomers have diﬀerent possible symmetries for the nuclear
spin wavefunctions of the identical H/D nuclei. For each ro-vibrational level of the ammo-
nia molecule a combination with a nuclear spin wavefunction of one speciﬁc symmetry is
allowed. In the expansion, the molecules are adiabatically cooled, and only the lowest ro-
tational levels in the vibrational and electronic ground state are populated in the beam. In
this cooling process the symmetry of the nuclear spin wavefunction is preserved. Therefore,
the ratio of the populations in the levels having diﬀerent symmetries of the nuclear spin
wavefunction is the same in the molecular beam as in the original sample. For NH3 and
ND3 this implies that roughly 60% of the molecules in the beam reside in the |J,K〉=|1, 1〉
level, the ground state for para-ammonia. In zero electric ﬁeld, the |J,K〉=|1, 1〉 level of
NH3 and ND3 is split due to tunneling in a symmetric and an antisymmetric component.
Upon applying an electric ﬁeld, the symmetric and the antisymmetric components interact
and repel each other, leading to four levels, as shown in Fig. 2.9. Throughout this work
molecules in the |J,MK〉=|1,–1〉 state are used, which is the only low-ﬁeld-seeking state
populated in the molecular beam; roughly 20% of the ammonia molecules in the beam are
in this state.
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In Fig. 5.3, (2+1)-REMPI spectra of 14ND3 are shown, recorded via intermediate states
of diﬀerent vibrational symmetry. The spectra are recorded under conditions close to
saturation, and the width of the lines is determined by power broadening. All spectra are
shown with the same intensity scale, and are averaged over 40 shots. In the upper panel,
the ν ′2=4 vibrational level in the B˜
1E” state is used as intermediate. Via this level, only
molecules in the lower inversion doublet levels (vibrational s symmetry) in the electronic
and vibrational ground state are detected. Measurements are shown for the molecular
beam (upper trace) and for trapped molecules (lower trace). The JK rotational quantum
numbers of the ground-state levels are indicated in the ﬁgure (Ashfold et al., 1988). In the
lower panel, the ν ′2=5 vibrational level is used as intermediate, allowing only detection of
molecules in the upper inversion doublet levels (vibrational a symmetry).
In the beam, both s and a components of the 00, 10, and 11 levels are observed. The
10 and 11 level are located 10 cm
−1 and 8 cm−1 above the rotational ground-state level,
respectively. The 11 level is the only para level that is populated in the beam, indicating
a rotational temperature below 3 K. The spectra of the trapped molecules show the ﬁve
allowed transitions originating from the upper inversion doublet level of the 11 state.
5.2.2 Matching of the beam to the decelerator
In all experiments presented here, the decelerator is operated at voltages of +10 kV and
−10 kV, leading to a maximum electric ﬁeld on the molecular beam axis of 90 kV/cm.
In this ﬁeld, the |J,MK〉=|1,–1〉 state is shifted by 1.1 cm−1 relative to zero electric
ﬁeld for 14ND3 and
15ND3, and by 0.8 cm
−1 for 14NH3 (see Fig. 2.9). In most of the
experiments, a phase angle φ0=70
◦ is used. With 64 deceleration stages, 14ND3 and 15ND3
are then slowed down to 15 m/s, while 14NH3 is decelerated to ∼100 m/s, when starting
from 255 m/s. With these settings, the 6D acceptance area of the decelerator [∆z ×
∆vz]×[∆x ×∆vx]× [∆y ×∆vy] is approximately [1.5 mm×8 m/s]×[2 mm×8 m/s]2. The
longitudinal emittance of the beam [∆z×∆vz], typically [25 mm×60 m/s], is much larger
than the longitudinal acceptance of the decelerator, and there is nothing to be gained by
changing the shape of the emittance in this direction. The transverse emittance of the
beam, typically [1 mm×20 m/s]2, is better matched to the transverse acceptance of the
decelerator when it is expanded spatially while the velocity distribution is compressed. This
is achieved by using a short hexapole to make a 1:2 image of the beam exiting the skimmer
onto the entrance of the decelerator, that is, the transverse emittance is transformed from
[1 mm×20 m/s]2 to [2 mm×10 m/s]2.
The hexapole consists of 3 mm diameter rods placed equidistantly on the outside of
a circle with a 3 mm radius. The rods of the hexapole are alternately at the ground
potential and at 10 kV, creating an electric ﬁeld that is cylindrically symmetric close to
the molecular beam axis. Generally, the ﬁeld in an n pole is proportional to r
n
2
−1 (Reuss,
1988), yielding a quadratic dependence of the electric ﬁeld on r in our case. Molecules
with a linear positive Stark eﬀect will thus experience a linear force towards the molecular
beam axis. In free ﬂight from the skimmer to the hexapole the beam spreads out in the
transverse spatial direction, while the transverse velocity remains unchanged. This creates
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an elongated distribution in the corresponding phase space, tilted with respect to the
spatial coordinate. When switching on the ﬁeld of the hexapole, this distribution will start
to rotate in phase space. When the hexapole is switched oﬀ at the appropriate time, the
beam will refocus in free ﬂight from the hexapole to the decelerator, forming an image of
the beam (at the skimmer) onto (the entrance of) the decelerator. By placing the hexapole
at the right position, or, alternatively, by using a long hexapole that is pulsed at the right
time, a 1:2 image of the beam can be formed. Due to the zero-ﬁeld splitting, molecules
close to the molecular beam axis will be less well focused, and the image will not be perfect
(Jongma et al., 1995). Almost a factor of 4 increase in phase-space density is expected at
the exit of the decelerator when the hexapole is used. A clear increase has indeed been
observed. In most of the data presented here the hexapole could not be used, however,
due to problems with electrical discharges.
5.2.3 Deceleration of ND3
In Fig. 5.4 the density of 14ND3 molecules 24.5 mm behind the decelerator, i.e., at the
center of the trap, is shown as a function of time after the start of the time sequence.
The lower curve in Fig. 5.4 shows the time-of-ﬂight (TOF) proﬁle of the original beam.
The average velocity of the molecular beam is around 285 m/s (Ekin=68 cm
−1). This is
slightly higher than expected (Miller, 1988), indicating that the translational velocity of
the ammonia molecules is not fully equilibrated with the carrier gas. The velocity spread
of the beam (Full Width at Half Maximum) is 20%, corresponding to a translational
temperature of 1.6 K. The average velocity and the translational temperature are averages
over the 80 µs duration of the gas pulse. The upper curve (bold) shows the TOF proﬁle
when the decelerator is used to slow down the molecules from 271.5 m/s to 91.8 m/s.
At the entrance of the decelerator the beam has an extension along z of around 25 mm
(FWHM). This is more than twice as long as the periodicity 2L of the decelerator, and
thus more than one bucket will be ﬁlled (see Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4). Three peaks are clearly
observed in the TOF proﬁle around 2.5 ms. The central peak originates from molecules
that were at the right position near the entrance of the decelerator at the start of the time
sequence, and that passed through all 64 deceleration stages. These molecules entered the
decelerator with a velocity of 271.5 m/s and exit the decelerator with a velocity of 91.8 m/s.
The earlier peak originates from molecules that were already one period further inside the
decelerator at the start of the time sequence. These molecules also entered the decelerator
with a velocity of 271.5 m/s, but since they missed the last two deceleration stages they
exit the decelerator with a slightly higher velocity of 102 m/s. The peak appearing at a
later time in the TOF distribution originates from molecules entering the decelerator with
a lower initial velocity of 268 m/s, catching up with the time sequence one period later.
Throughout the decelerator these trail the central group of molecules by 11 mm, exiting
the decelerator with the same ﬁnal velocity of 91.8 m/s. Due to transverse focusing of
the beam, the signal intensity typically increases by a factor of 14 when the decelerator
is switched on; the signal of the decelerated beam is 1.4 times as large as the signal of
the original beam. It should be noted that the signal of the original beam is the signal to
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Figure 5.4: Density of 14ND3 molecules recorded 24.5 mm behind the decelerator as
a function of time after the start of the time sequence. Using (2+1)-REMPI with a
pulsed laser around 317 nm, 14ND3 molecules in the |J,K〉=|1, 1〉 upper inversion level are
selectively detected. The lower curve (bold) shows the original beam when the decelerator
is oﬀ. The upper curve (bold) shows the time-of-ﬂight (TOF) proﬁle when the beam is
decelerated from 271.5 m/s to 91.8 m/s. Bunches of slow molecules exit the decelerator
at later times, arriving in the detection region around 2.5 ms after the start of the time
sequence. The gray curves are the result of a numerical simulation of the experiment.
The signal intensity typically increases with a factor of 14 due to transverse focusing when
the decelerator is switched on; the signal of the slow molecules is larger than that of the
original beam.
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which all hyperﬁne structure levels of the upper inversion component contribute whereas
only 2/3 of the levels (48 of the 72 hyperﬁne levels, including M degeneracy) contribute
to the signal when the decelerator is switched on. The gray curves show the result of a
3D numerical simulation of the experiment using the calculated electric ﬁeld and the Stark
eﬀect of 14ND3 as input. The Gaussian velocity distribution that has been used as input
for the numerical simulation has been adjusted to match the observed TOF proﬁle of the
original beam. With this input, the simulations are seen to quantitatively reproduce the
TOF proﬁles recorded with the decelerator on.
In Fig. 5.5 the density of 14ND3 molecules 24.5 mm behind the decelerator is shown as
a function of time after the start of the time sequence. The TOF proﬁles are all recorded
using a time sequence corresponding to a phase angle φ0=70
◦. Lower ﬁnal velocities are
obtained by starting from lower initial velocities; ﬁnal velocities of 91.8 m/s, 73.5 m/s,
57.9 m/s, 36 m/s, and 15 m/s are obtained by starting from initial velocities of 271.5 m/s,
265.9 m/s, 261.9 m/s, 258 m/s, and 256 m/s, respectively. The gray curves show the result
of a one-dimensional numerical simulation of the TOF proﬁles. For each TOF proﬁle,
the results from the numerical simulation are shown as dots in a phase-space diagram,
together with some trajectories calculated using the model presented in Sec. 3.2.1. The
dots represent the position and velocity of individual molecules along the molecular beam
axis at the exit of the decelerator, relative to those of the synchronous molecule. In the
lower graph, the initial velocity and position at the entrance of the decelerator of the
molecules that are decelerated from 256 m/s to 15 m/s are shown as well. Note that
the phase-space distributions for the other initial velocities are almost identical to that of
256 m/s. The ﬁnal kinetic energies of the bunches of molecules for which the TOF proﬁles
are shown are separated by multiples of 0.8 cm−1. The phase-space distributions can
therefore be interpreted as the phase-space distribution inside the decelerator at the 56th,
59th, 61st, 63rd and 64th stage, for a beam that is decelerated from an initial velocity
of 256 m/s to a ﬁnal velocity of 15 m/s. It is seen that the shape of the phase-space
distribution of the beam at low ﬁnal velocities starts to deviate from the model. The
trajectories of the molecules in phase space are no longer closed and the phase-space area
changes from a ‘ﬁshlike’ to a ‘golf-club-like’ shape. This is known to occur also in charged
particle accelerators when the acceleration rate is high (see for instance Lee (1999, page
222)). The phase-space distribution of the beam at vz=15 m/s resembles a tilted ellipse,
which covers the same area in phase space as the original phase ﬁsh.
Each data point in the measurements shown in Fig. 5.5 represents the density of ammo-
nia molecules at the laser focus at a certain time. This signal decreases with lower forward
velocity due to spreading of the packet both in longitudinal and transverse directions. To
eliminate the eﬀect of the spreading in the longitudinal direction, the signal is integrated
over time. The time-integrated signal is proportional to the number of molecules pass-
ing through the laser focus, divided by their velocity; slow molecules contribute more to
this signal than fast molecules. In Fig. 5.6, the time-integrated signal times the forward
velocity is shown as a function of the forward velocity. The measurements are corrected
for the intensity of the molecular beam at the initial velocity. Under the assumption that
the transverse temperature is independent of the longitudinal velocity (see Sec. 3.2.2), the
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Figure 5.5: TOF proﬁles for 14ND3 molecules recorded 24.5 mm behind the decelerator
as a function of time after the start of the time sequence. The TOF proﬁles are all
recorded using a time sequence for a phase angle φ0=70
◦, but starting from diﬀerent initial
velocities. The gray curves show the result of a one dimensional numerical simulation
of the TOF proﬁles. For each TOF proﬁle, the results from the numerical simulation
are shown as dots in a phase-space diagram, together with some trajectories calculated
using the model presented in Sec. 3.2.1. The full scale of the phase-space diagrams is
−2 mm to 2 mm for the z axis and −8 m/s to 8 m/s for the vz axis.
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Figure 5.6: Time-integrated signal of the slow molecules exiting the decelerator times
their forward velocity as a function of their forward velocity, using the TOF proﬁles shown
in Fig. 5.5. The measurements are normalized to the signal at 91.8 m/s. The solid curves
show the expected dependence of the number of molecules passing through the laser focus
on the forward velocity using transverse velocity distributions with diﬀerent widths, as
indicated.
observed decrease in these measurements is modeled. The solid curves shown in Fig. 5.6
are the result of a simulation for transverse velocity distributions with diﬀerent widths.
The observed decrease is best described by a transverse velocity distribution with a width
of around 5 m/s (FWHM) in good agreement with the 3D numerical simulations. The
measurements are very sensitive to the average velocity of the molecular beam that is
used for correction. The transverse velocity distribution that is found can therefore be
considered as a consistency check only. However, the fact that the measured points follow
the calculated curves (irrespective of the average velocity) indicates that the transverse
velocity distribution is indeed independent of the ﬁnal velocity of the decelerated beam.
From the simulations the emittance of the decelerated beam is found to be [1.1 mm×
6.5 m/s]×[1 mm×5 m/s]2, where the position and velocity spread indicate the FWHM
of the ﬁtted Gaussian distributions. These velocity distributions correspond to a trans-
lational temperature of 18 mK and 11 mK in the longitudinal and transverse direction,
respectively. The ion signal is proportional to the density at the center of the trap. Typ-
ically, 125 ions/pulse are detected for the decelerated beam with a velocity of 91.8 m/s.
As both the strength of the transition used for detection, and the exact size of the laser
focus is not known, it is not possible to extract a reliable number for the absolute density.
However, a rough estimate can be made. The diﬀraction-limited waist of the laser focus
is 35 µm. Using 10 mJ/pulse of laser radiation the transition is seen to saturate. It is
assumed that all molecules within a cylinder with a diameter of 2 times the waist of the
laser focus and a length of 2 mm (determined by the holes in the endcap of the trap) are
ionized. Assuming a unit ion detection eﬃciency, a density of 2×107 molecules/cm3 results.
This is the density 24.5 mm behind the decelerator, the density just behind the decelerator
is approximately 5 times higher. The total number of molecules in the decelerated bunch is
105. These numbers can be assumed to be a lower limit. By combining the density in the
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beam with the emittance of the beam, the phase-space density is found. The deﬁnition for
the phase-space density used here is n0Λ
3 where Λ is the thermal de Broglie wavelength,
Λ=(2πh¯2/mkT )1/2 and n0 is the peak density (Luiten et al., 1996). The phase-space den-
sity for the decelerated beam is then found to be 4×10−12. Similarly, the phase-space
density of the ammonia molecules in |J,MK〉=|1,–1〉 state in the source region of the
beam is calculated to be 2×10−11. This is the phase-space density at the peak velocity of
the beam, the phase-space density at the velocity of 271.5 m/s selected by the decelerator,
will be slightly lower. Therefore, the phase-space density in the decelerator decreases by
about a factor of 4, attributed to the fact that the hexapole has not been used during these
experiments.
5.2.4 Simultaneous Deceleration of Ammonia Isotopomers
The deceleration process as employed here depends on the Stark shift that the molecules
experience in the applied electric ﬁelds. In the model used to describe this process, as
presented in Sec. 3.2.1, the dependence on the exact shape of the electric ﬁeld along the
molecular beam axis is removed, and the motion is determined only by the diﬀerence
in Stark energy before and after switching of the ﬁeld. One can wonder, therefore, if
it would be possible to simultaneously decelerate bunches of molecules having diﬀerent
masses and/or diﬀerent Stark shifts. Let us consider the situation where molecules with a
mass m and a Stark shift W (z) are decelerated using a time sequence for a phase angle φ0.
The question is whether for molecules with a diﬀerent mass m′ and/or a diﬀerent Stark
shift W ′(z) a synchronous molecule exists for this time sequence, i.e., whether a molecule
with a constant phase angle φ′0 exists. If this synchronous molecule with mass m
′ exists, it
will, by deﬁnition, traverse a distance L in the time interval between subsequent switching
times of the time sequence, just as the synchronous molecule with mass m does. Therefore,
the synchronous molecules with masses m and m′ will have the same average velocities and
the same changes in average velocity per deceleration stage. This implies that
∆K ′(φ′0)
m′
=
∆K(φ0)
m
. (5.1)
A synchronous molecule with mass m′ can therefore be found, provided that ∆K(φ0)
≤ (m/m′)(∆K ′(φ′0))max, which is always fulﬁlled when a time sequence is used which is
tailored for the molecule that can be least well decelerated. Obviously, molecules with
diﬀerent masses and/or diﬀerent Stark shifts have diﬀerent values of the phase angle φ0
and thus a diﬀerent acceptance.
In Fig. 5.7, ∆K(φ0)/m is shown as a function of the phase angle for
14NH3,
15ND3 and
14ND3 molecules. The horizontal line shows ∆K(φ0)/m=0.032 cm
−1/amu corresponding
to a phase angle of φ0=70
◦, 56◦, and 53◦ for 14NH3, 15ND3 and 14ND3, respectively.
In Fig. 5.8, TOF proﬁles recorded 24.5 mm behind the decelerator as a function of time
after the start of the time sequence are shown for three diﬀerent isotopomers of ammonia.
The measurements are performed using a time sequence that has been calculated for 14NH3
at a phase angle φ0=70
◦. The various ammonia isotopomers are decelerated from 256 m/s
to 96 m/s. It is evident from the measurements that the time-integrated signal is larger
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Figure 5.7: The kinetic energy lost per stage divided by the mass for 14NH3, 15ND3 and
14ND3 molecules in the |J,MK〉=|1,–1〉 state, as a function of the phase angle φ0. The
horizontal line shows ∆K(φ0)/m=0.032 cm−1/amu.
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Figure 5.8: Time-of-ﬂight proﬁles for 14NH3, 15ND3 and 14ND3 molecules recorded
24.5 mm behind the decelerator as a function of time after the start of the time sequence.
All TOF proﬁles are recorded using the time sequence calculated for 14NH3 at a phase
angle φ0=70
◦. The gray curves show the results of 3D numerical simulations of the
deceleration process. The area in phase space at the exit of the decelerator is indicated
in the inset for 14NH3 (inner curve),
15ND3 (middle curve), and
14ND3 (outer curve).
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Figure 5.9: Conﬁguration of the electrostatic trap with the voltages as applied during
trapping. In the trap, lines of equal electric ﬁeld strength are shown. The lower curve
shows the potential energy along the molecular beam axis (z axis) for 14ND3 molecules
in the |JK〉=|11〉 low-ﬁeld-seeking state.
for 14ND3 and
15ND3 than for
14NH3. This is the combined eﬀect of a larger spatial extent
together with a larger longitudinal velocity spread of the decelerated beam, as indicated in
the phase-space diagram in the inset. The small (∼0.5 mm) shift in the average position
of the decelerated beam as seen in the phase-space diagram results in a small (∼5 µs)
increase in the overall time of ﬂight for the deuterated ammonia molecules. The peculiar
TOF proﬁle observed for 14ND3 and
15ND3 reﬂects the phase angle dependence of the
transverse acceptance. Molecules contributing to the signal in the wings of the TOF
proﬁle have experienced large excursions in phase angle while traversing the decelerator.
These molecules have therefore experienced widely varying transverse focusing forces (see
Fig. 3.8). As explained in Sec. 3.2.2, this leads to a reduced transverse acceptance for
these molecules. The results of 3D numerical simulations, shown below the experimental
TOF proﬁles, are seen to reproduce the observations. The TOF proﬁle for 14NH3 is more
symmetric, and eﬀects due to transverse focusing are almost absent; the observed TOF
proﬁle can be reproduced equally well in a 1D numerical simulation.
Experiments have been performed on other ammonia isotopomers like 14NHD2 and
14NDH2 as well. For these isotopomers the molecular symmetry is reduced, allowing these
molecules to cool down to the absolute ground state. No low-ﬁeld-seeking states were found
to be populated in the beam.
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Figure 5.10: Phase-space diagram for 14ND3 molecules in the |JK〉=|11〉 low-ﬁeld-
seeking state. Lines of equal energy, representing the acceptance of the trap along the z
axis, are shown.
5.3 Trapping
5.3.1 Experiment
Electrostatic trapping of atoms and molecules was ﬁrst considered by Wing (1980). The
trap used here is very similar to his proposal. A cut through the trap along the z axis
is shown in Fig. 5.9. The geometry of the trap is the same as that of a Paul trap for
charged particles (Paul, 1990). However, instead of rf ﬁelds, static electric ﬁelds are used
for trapping of neutral molecules. The trap consists of two endcaps and a ring electrode.
The inner radius R of the ring electrode is 5 mm. The endcaps are spaced
√
2R apart. In
the endcaps 2 mm diameter holes are made to enable the molecular beam to pass through.
In the ring electrode 2 mm diameter holes are made to allow for laser detection of the
trapped molecules at the center of the trap. The electric ﬁeld in the trap has a quadrupole
symmetry and is given by
E = V
(
x2 + y2 + 4z2
) 1
2 /R2, (5.2)
with V the voltage diﬀerence between the ring electrode and the endcaps, and (x, y, z) the
coordinates relative to the center of the trap. The absolute value of the electric ﬁeld at the
center is zero, and larger elsewhere. In weak electric ﬁelds the Stark shift of 14ND3 and
15ND3 is quadratic and the restoring force close to the center is linear in the displacement.
In higher electric ﬁelds the Stark shift becomes linear, and the force becomes constant.
With a voltage diﬀerence of 12 kV between the ring electrode and the endcaps the maximum
electric ﬁeld of a closed contour of equal electric ﬁeld is approximately 20 kV/cm. The
maximum electric ﬁeld at the electrodes (which limits the voltage diﬀerence that can be
applied) is about three times as high. As a result, the trap depth for ND3 is about
0.24 cm−1, or 350 mK as seen in the lower curve in Fig. 5.9. Near the center of the trap
the motion is harmonic with an oscillation frequency Ωz/2π=2Ωx/2π=2Ωy/2π=2 kHz.
The maximum velocity of 14ND3 molecules which can be conﬁned in the trap with these
settings is approximately 17 m/s. In Fig. 5.10 lines of equal energy for 14ND3 molecules
are shown in phase space, representing the acceptance of the trap along the molecular
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Figure 5.11: A cut through the trap with the ring electrode, with voltages as applied
for bunching and loading of the trap. The solid curves are lines of equal electric ﬁeld. In
the lower part of the ﬁgure the potential energy along the molecular beam axis for 14ND3
in the |J,K〉=|1, 1〉 low-ﬁeld-seeking state is shown.
beam direction. The phase-space diagrams of the trap in the x and y direction are the
same as that in the z direction, but with a two times larger spatial acceptance in the x
and y directions. In order to load the molecules into the trap without a loss in phase-
space density, the emittance of the beam must be matched to the acceptance of the trap.
This is done in two steps. First, the molecules are focused both in the transverse and
longitudinal direction onto the entrance of the trap. Second, the molecules are decelerated
upon entering the trap by applying the voltages asymmetrically to the trap electrodes.
The average velocity of the beam is thereby reduced to zero at the center of the trap.
With a phase angle of φ0=70
◦ used to decelerate 14ND3 molecules, the emittance of
the beam exiting the decelerator is [1.1 mm×6.5 m/s]×[1 mm×5 m/s]2. The absolute
velocity spread of the beam remains constant throughout the decelerator. Therefore, by
decelerating the beam the relative velocity spread and the divergence of the beam increase.
To load the trap, the beam is decelerated down to 15 m/s. Over the 24.5 mm ﬂight
path from the decelerator to the trap, the density decreases by more than two orders of
magnitude. In order to focus the beam both in the longitudinal and transverse directions,
a ring electrode with an inner diameter of 4 mm is mounted in front of the entrance endcap
of the trap. By applying a voltage diﬀerence between this ring electrode and the entrance
endcap, an electric ﬁeld is generated with a minimum on the molecular beam axis, focusing
molecules in low-ﬁeld-seeking states in the transverse directions. Unlike in a hexapole, this
minimum electric ﬁeld is nonzero. This nonzero ﬁeld on the molecular beam axis can be
used to focus the molecules in the longitudinal direction (‘bunching’).
In Fig. 5.11 a cut through the trap with the ring electrode in front is shown. Contours
of equal electric ﬁeld are drawn for an applied voltage diﬀerence of 10 kV between the ring
electrode and the entrance endcap of the trap. In the lower part of Fig. 5.11 the potential
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energy of 14ND3 molecules in the |J,K〉=|1, 1〉 low-ﬁeld-seeking state along the molecular
beam axis is shown. For the transverse and longitudinal focusing of the beam, the electric
ﬁeld distribution near the exit of the ring electrode, particularly the rising edge of the ﬁeld
in the z=−16 mm to z=−11 mm region, is important. In this region the potential energy
along the molecular beam axis is nearly quadratically dependent on z. The molecules
experience a linear force F=−k(z–z0) with z0 the position where the quadratic potential
starts (z0=−16 mm) and k the force constant. This force can be written in terms of the
position zs of the synchronous molecule as F=−k(z–zs)–k(zs–z0). The force is thereby
separated into a restoring force towards the synchronous molecules and a force that lowers
the velocity of the synchronous molecule. The restoring force leads to a rotation of the
longitudinal phase-space distribution of the beam around the position of the synchronous
molecule. In order for the molecules to rotate over the same angle in phase space, the
potential must be switched on (and oﬀ) when all molecules are in the quadratic part of
the potential. In our case, the range over which the potential is quadratic allows only the
central part of the beam to be focused. When the potential is on during the appropriate
time interval, this central part of the beam will refocus in free ﬂight from the buncher to
the trap, forming an image of the beam exiting the decelerator onto the entrance of the
trap. The magniﬁcation of the image is determined by the ratio of the time of ﬂight from
the decelerator to the ring electrode to the time of ﬂight from the ring electrode to the
trap.
5.3.2 Bunching
In the upper part of Fig. 5.12, the TOF proﬁles for 14ND3 molecules recorded in the trap
are shown for four diﬀerent times, indicated by arrows, at which the electric ﬁeld of the
buncher is switched oﬀ. The time intervals ∆T given in the ﬁgure are the intervals between
the time at which the synchronous molecule exits the decelerator (2.830 ms after start of the
time sequence) and the times at which the buncher is switched oﬀ. The lower curve shows
the TOF proﬁle when the buncher is not used. These measurements reﬂect the spatial
distribution of the beam inside the trap, which is considerably narrowed by the buncher.
When the electric ﬁeld of the buncher is switched oﬀ at later times, the molecules are
decelerated more and are observed to arrive later at the center of the trap. In addition,
the signal is increased due to transverse focusing of the beam, which is optimal at later
times. The gray curves underneath the measurements show the results of 3D numerical
simulations of the experiment. The simulations are seen to qualitatively reproduce both
the longitudinal and transverse focusing of the beam. Since the outer shape of the entrance
endcap electrode, and thus the electric ﬁeld in front of the electrostatic trap, is rather poorly
deﬁned in our case, a better agreement is not expected. In the lower part of Fig. 5.12,
the evolution of the beam in phase space is shown for the situation where the buncher is
switched oﬀ 800 µs after the synchronous molecule exits the decelerator. In this case the
central part of the beam is spatially bunched at the entrance of the trap. The bunched part
of the beam occupies a phase-space area of [2 mm×4 m/s] in the forward direction, and
has an average velocity of 12 m/s. In the transverse direction the image is less well-deﬁned
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Figure 5.12: Time-of-ﬂight proﬁles for 14ND3 molecules recorded at the center of the
trap for four diﬀerent times, indicated by arrows, at which the buncher is switched oﬀ.
The time intervals ∆T between the time at which the synchronous molecule exits the
decelerator (2.830 ms on the horizontal axis) and the times at which the buncher is
switched oﬀ, are given. The lower curve shows the time-of-ﬂight proﬁle of the beam when
the buncher is not used. The gray curves show the results of 3D numerical simulations
of the experiment. In the lower part of the ﬁgure the phase-space diagrams of the beam
are shown for diﬀerent times after exiting the decelerator with the buncher switched oﬀ
at ∆T=800 µs, together with the potential energy W (z) (right axis) along the molecular
beam axis for 14ND3 in the |J,K〉=|1, 1〉 low-ﬁeld-seeking state.
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and is in practice determined by the size of the hole in the entrance endcap of the trap.
In order to bring the average velocity of the beam down to zero, the voltages are applied
asymmetrically to the trap electrodes, as shown in Fig. 5.11. With a voltage of 10 kV on the
entrance endcap and 12 kV on the ring electrode, the electric ﬁeld is small at the entrance
of the trap and increases towards the center of the trap. The potential energy of 14ND3
molecules in the |JK〉=|11〉 low-ﬁeld-seeking state along the molecular beam axis is shown
in the lower part of Fig. 5.11. The synchronous molecule entering the trap with a velocity
of 12 m/s (Ekin=0.12 cm
−1) comes to a standstill at the center of the trap. The potential
energy is nearly quadratically dependent on the position along the molecular beam axis.
Therefore, over the time during which the synchronous molecule is slowed down to zero,
the whole beam is rotated over an angle of 1
2
π in phase space. This is identical to keeping
the original phase-space distribution and simply interchanging the velocity and position
axes (with the appropriate scaling).
In Fig. 5.13 the TOF proﬁles for 14ND3 molecules are recorded at the center of the
trap with the buncher switched oﬀ 800 µs after the synchronous molecule has exited the
decelerator. The lower curve is recorded without deceleration of the molecules inside the
trap, and is the same as the curve shown in Fig. 5.12. In the upper curve, the molecules
are decelerated upon entering the trap. When the voltages on the trap electrodes are
kept on, the trap acts as a concave mirror for the ammonia molecules. The upper curve
shows the density of ammonia molecules at the center of the trap while the molecules are
reﬂected from the electrostatic mirror. The increased signal of the upper curve relative
to the lower one is due to bunching and transverse focusing when the electric ﬁeld is on.
The gray curves show the results of 3D numerical simulations of the experiment. In the
lower part of Fig. 5.13 the phase-space diagrams of the beam are shown for diﬀerent times
after exiting the decelerator, together with the potential energy W (z) (right axis) along the
molecular beam axis for 14ND3 in the |J,K〉=|1, 1〉 low-ﬁeld-seeking state. The phase-space
diagram at 1.830 ms shows the beam when the synchronous molecule, entering the trap
with 12 m/s, came to a standstill. The central part of the beam occupies a phase-space
area of [0.8mm×10m/s] in the forward direction. This phase-space distribution is shown
enlarged in Fig. 5.14, with the longitudinal acceptance diagram of the trap as an overlay.
5.3.3 Trapping
In order to trap the molecules the voltage on the entrance endcap is switched oﬀ once
the synchronous molecule has come to a standstill. In Fig. 5.15 the density of 14ND3
molecules at the center of the trap is shown as a function of time. The trap is switched
on 1.830 ms after the synchronous molecule exits the decelerator, i.e., 4.660 ms after the
start of the time sequence. Shortly after the trap is switched on the density at the center
of the trap is observed to oscillate. These oscillations fade away after several milliseconds
and a steady signal from the trapped ammonia molecules remains. The inset in the ﬁgure
shows the ammonia density on a longer time scale. The ammonia signal intensity is seen to
exponentially decay with a 1/e time of 0.3 s, although at shorter times the decay appears
to be slightly faster. The observed trap loss is attributed to collisions with background gas
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Figure 5.13: Time-of-ﬂight proﬁles for 14ND3 molecules recorded at the center of the
trap with the buncher switched oﬀ at ∆T=800 µs. The upper curve is recorded with volt-
ages applied asymmetrically to the trap electrodes. The lower curve is recorded without
deceleration of the molecules upon entering the trap. The gray curves show the results
of 3D numerical simulations of the experiment. In the lower part of the ﬁgure the phase-
space diagrams of the beam are shown, together with the potential energy W (z) (right
axis) along the molecular beam axis for 14ND3 in the |J,K〉=|1, 1〉 low-ﬁeld-seeking state.
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Figure 5.14: The phase-space distribution of the beam at ∆T=1830 µs at the position
of the trap together with the acceptance diagram of the trap.
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Figure 5.15: Density of 14ND3 molecules recorded at the center of the trap as a function
of time. The time at which the trap is switched on is indicated with an arrow. The inset
shows the density of 14ND3 molecules on a longer time scale, and an exponential ﬁt to
the data (solid line) with a 1/e decay time of 0.3 s.
in the vacuum chamber; the background pressure of typically 2×10−8 Torr is consistent
with the observed trap loss rate. At short times the decrease of signal seems to be slightly
faster, maybe due to a somewhat higher background pressure shortly after ﬁring of the
pulsed valve.
The oscillations that are observed shortly after the trap is switched on, indicate that
the emittance of the beam is not perfectly matched to the acceptance of the trap. Two
situations can be distinguished: (i) the emittance and the acceptance are not centered
around the same point in phase space, i.e., the average position of the beam is not at the
center of the trap and/or the average velocity of the beam is nonzero when the trap is
switched on; (ii) the emittance of the beam and the acceptance of the trap do not have
the same shape in phase space, i.e., the ratio of the spatial distribution to the velocity
distribution of the beam is diﬀerent from that of the acceptance diagram of the trap. These
two situations lead to diﬀerent types of oscillations. In the ﬁrst situation, the whole beam
will oscillate back and forth in the trap. In the second situation, the beam will perform a
breathing motion in the trap. The oscillations will decay due to the anharmonicity of the
trap potential.
In order to experimentally study these oscillations, the density of 14ND3 molecules is
measured at two positions on the molecular beam axis, symmetrically located around the
center of the trap. In the observed oscillation pattern at these two positions, the two types
of oscillation will appear in a diﬀerent manner. The oscillation of the whole beam back and
forth in the trap results in an oscillation at the longitudinal trap frequency of 2 kHz; the
measurements at the two positions have a phase diﬀerence of 180◦. The breathing motion
in the trap results in an oscillation at twice the longitudinal trap frequency, with the same
phase at both locations.
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In Fig. 5.16 the density of 14ND3 molecules in the trap is shown as a function of time.
Pairs of measurements are taken under identical experimental conditions but with the
detection laser focused at z=+0.35 mm and z=−0.35 mm. The set of measurements in
the middle was obtained with the trap switched on at 1.830 ms after the synchronous
molecule has exited the decelerator. This is the time at which, according to our calcu-
lations, the synchronous molecule has come to a standstill at the center of the trap (see
Fig. 5.14). The upper and lower measurements were obtained with the trap switched on
80 µs later and earlier, respectively. Although oscillations can be recognized in all three
sets of measurements, it is evident that these oscillations are least pronounced when the
trap is switched on at 1.830 ms, which therefore experimentally appears to be the right
time. In this case the signal intensity away from the center of the trap is slightly less
than in the other measurements, as expected. Under these conditions, the signal intensity
at the center of the trap, shown in Fig. 5.15, is optimal. When the trap is switched on
too late, as for the upper curves, the molecules are already reﬂected by the mirror and
the signal intensity is minimum (maximum) downstream (upstream) from the center of
the trap. In the upper curve taken at z=+0.35 mm, the oscillation back and forth in the
trap with a period of approximately 0.5 ms is clearly visible. Although still discernable,
the oscillation back and forth is less pronounced in the curve recorded at z=−0.35 mm.
This indicates that also a breathing motion is present, which can be recognized as such
because of its frequency which is twice the longitudinal trap frequency. The measurements
that are taken when the trap is switched on 80 µs too early are similar to the ones that
are taken when the trap is switched on too late; the measurements taken at z=−0.35 mm
(z=+0.35 mm) when the trap is switched on too early have to be compared to the mea-
surements taken at z=+0.35 mm (z=−0.35 mm) when the trap is switched on too late.
In the measurements taken at 1.830 ms the oscillation back and forth in the trap is largely
absent. The only oscillation expected to be present in this case is due to the breathing
motion in the trap. Although frequencies around twice the trap frequency are observed
in both curves, the curves are less similar than expected. This is probably caused by the
anisotropic phase-space distribution of the beam when the trap is switched on, as seen in
Fig. 5.14.
The transverse oscillations back and forth and the transverse breathing motion in the
trap are expected at 1 kHz and 2 kHz, respectively. In order to study these oscillations
measurements need to be performed with the laser beam focused symmetrically above
and below the molecular beam axis. Such measurements are more complicated in the
current setup, as the detection eﬃciency is strongly position dependent oﬀ axis, and have
not been performed. In the measurements shown in Fig. 5.16 it is not clear if transverse
oscillations are present at all. However, it might be that the remaining 2 kHz oscillation
in the measurement shown in Fig. 5.15, taken at the center of the trap when the trap is
switched on at the right time, is due to the transverse breathing motion of the trapped
molecules.
The longitudinal and transverse distributions generally do not have the same tempera-
ture, even when the phase-space distribution of the decelerated beam perfectly matches the
acceptance of the trap. In the absence of collisions, redistribution of molecules in the trap
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Figure 5.16: Density of 14ND3 molecules recorded in the trap as a function of time, at
two diﬀerent positions on the z axis. The three sets of measurements show the dependence
of the oscillation pattern on the time at which the trap is switched on.
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Figure 5.17: Density of trapped 14ND3 molecules recorded as a function of the position
along the z axis. The solid curves show the results of a numerical simulation for thermal
distributions with diﬀerent temperatures.
will lead to a change in temperature due to a coupling of the longitudinal and transverse
motion. This can be an alternative explanation for the observed faster trap loss during the
ﬁrst 20 ms of trapping, as seen in Fig. 5.15.
In order to determine the temperature of the trapped ammonia molecules, the spatial
distribution of the molecules in the trap was measured along the z axis. This was done by
scanning the position of the focused detection laser through the 2 mm diameter holes in the
ring electrode of the trap. For this measurement the trap is switched on at 1.830 ms. The
detection laser is ﬁred after the molecules have been trapped for 50 ms, long compared to
the oscillation periods in the trap. Since the density in the trap is low, no collisions between
trapped molecules take place during this time interval. Strictly speaking, temperature is
not deﬁned in this case; it is used here as a measure of the average energy of the molecules in
the trap. Knowing the trapping potential for 14ND3 molecules in the |J,K〉=|1, 1〉 low-ﬁeld-
seeking state, the spatial and velocity distribution can be calculated assuming a certain
temperature (Luiten et al., 1996). To make sure that the ion detection is not disturbed
by residual electric ﬁelds, the detection laser is actually ﬁred 20 µs after the voltages on
the trap electrodes are switched oﬀ. During this 20 µs time interval the molecular cloud
slightly expands, which is included in the simulations.
In Fig. 5.17 the density of trapped 14ND3 molecules is shown as a function of the
position along the z axis. The detection eﬃciency is constant over the range in z covered
in these measurements. Each data point is averaged over 10 trapping cycles. The error
bar indicates the statistical spread in the measurements. The solid curves are the results
of a numerical simulation, assuming a thermal distribution of molecules in the trapping
potential. Detection of molecules in a 70 µm diameter, 2 mm long cylinder is assumed.
The measurements are best described using a thermal distribution with a temperature of
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Figure 5.18: The density of 14ND3 molecules recorded at the center of the trap for the
original molecular beam at the central velocity of 285 m/s, for the decelerated beam at
a velocity of 92 m/s and for the trapped molecules. Each data point is averaged over
20 laser shots.
25 mK. In principle, similar measurements could be performed to determine the spatial
distribution in the transverse direction as well. As mentioned above, these measurements
are more complicated and have not been performed.
The maximum number of ammonia ions detected per laser pulse is approximately 45.
Assuming a unit ionization eﬃciency of the ammonia molecules in a 2 mm long, 70 µm
diameter volume of the laser focus and with a unit ion detection eﬃciency, a lower limit
for the peak density of trapped 14ND3 of n0=1.3×107 molecules/cm3 results. The total
number of molecules in the trap is then approximately 104, which is a factor of 10 less
than the number of molecules that exited the decelerator. Together with the measured
temperature of 25 mK, corresponding to a thermal de Broglie wavelength of Λ=2.5 nm,
this yields a phase-space density n0Λ
3 of 2×10−13. This can be compared to the phase-
space density of the original beam, which is calculated to be 2×10−11. For the trapping
experiment the beam is decelerated starting from an initial velocity of 256 m/s, where the
phase-space density is about a factor of 2 lower than at the peak velocity. The overall
loss in phase-space density from the beam to the trap is therefore approximately 50. As
discussed earlier, there is a factor of 4 loss in phase-space density from the matching of
the molecular beam onto the decelerator. The remaining factor of 12 loss results from the
(nonideal) loading of the decelerated beam into the trap.
In Fig. 5.18 the ion signal resulting from the trapped sample of 14ND3 molecules is
shown together with the signal obtained at the center of the trap for ammonia molecules
in the original molecular beam at the central velocity of 285 m/s, and in the decelerated
beam at a velocity of 92 m/s.
Identical measurements have been performed on 15ND3 using the same time sequence
as in the experiment on 14ND3. Although it has been explained in Sec. 5.2.4 that the same
time sequence can be used for deceleration of both isotopomers, it is not a priori clear that
this holds for bunching and trap loading as well. One might expect that in the present
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Figure 5.19: Density of trapped 15ND3 molecules as a function of the position along the z
axis. The solid curves show the results of a numerical simulation for thermal distributions
with diﬀerent temperatures.
setup an optimum is found for 15ND3 at diﬀerent settings than for
14ND3. This has not
been investigated further. The measurements of the spatial extent of 15ND3 in the trap is
shown in Fig. 5.19. The measurements are well reproduced when a temperature of 25 mK
is assumed. Within the experimental accuracy the absolute signal is the same for both
isotopomers of ammonia. Both isotopomers have also been trapped simultaneously at a
factor of 2 lower peak density for each species.
5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter a method to decelerate and trap polar molecules using time-varying electric
ﬁelds is demonstrated. It is shown that the high phase-space density of molecules that is
present in the moving frame of a pulsed molecular beam can, in principle, be transferred to
the laboratory frame without a loss. Diﬀerent molecules and isotopomers can be trapped
simultaneously. On the order of 104 14ND3 molecules are trapped at a density of over
107 molecules/cm3 and at a temperature of 25 mK. The corresponding phase-space density
in the trap is 2×10−13, 50 times less than the initial phase-space density in the beam. This
loss can be reduced with a better matching of the decelerated beam to the trap.
Ultimately, the phase-space density in the trap is limited by the phase-space den-
sity that can be obtained in the beam. In a pulsed supersonic expansion, densities of
1013 molecules/cm3 at a translational temperature of 1 K are routinely obtained (Miller,
1988). For our beam we would expect a phase-space density on the order of 2.5×10−9 (see
Sec. 1.2.3). The measured phase-space density in our beam is much less. This might be
due to insuﬃcient pumping capacity in the current setup, or excessive cluster-formation.
It might also indicate that we overestimate our detection eﬃciency.
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5.4 Conclusions
In order to increase the number of trapped molecules, the area in phase space that is
imaged from the beam source to the trap should be increased. Currently, the area in phase
space that can be imaged is limited by the buncher. By using a buncher consisting of multi-
ple ring electrodes and a hexapole focuser, this can be largely improved. The acceptance of
the decelerator can be increased by using higher electric ﬁelds or by using a larger spacing
between the electrodes, at the same value of the electric ﬁeld. By using more deceleration
stages, the decelerator can be operated at a lower phase angle. Optimization of the overall
deceleration and trapping process will be performed via feedback control optimization of
the time sequence, using genetic learning algorithms. For a given experimental geometry
and molecule, this optimization needs to be performed only once.
Another possibility to increase the number of trapped molecules would be to accumulate
molecules from successive deceleration cycles in the trap. An increase of phase-space
density via this accumulation is only possible in speciﬁc cases, e.g., for the NH radical,
where laser induced spontaneous decay provides a unidirectional path to reload a trap
(van de Meerakker et al., 2001). It is always possible to increase the total number of
molecules while keeping the phase-space density constant. This process is known as phase-
space stacking in accelerator physics (Lee, 1999).
With the scheme outlined in this chapter, any polar molecule can be decelerated and
trapped provided that it has a suﬃciently large positive Stark shift in experimentally at-
tainable electric ﬁelds. All molecules that have been used in hexapole focusing experiments
could be trapped as well.
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Hoofdstuk 6
Samenvatting
Wat wij ervaren als temperatuur is in feite een constant bombardement van moleculen op
onze huid. Hoe hoger de gemiddelde snelheid van deze moleculen, hoe warmer wij het
hebben. Bij een voor ons aangename temperatuur is de snelheid van de moleculen in de
lucht om ons heen gemiddeld zo’n vijfhonderd meter per seconde oftewel zo’n tweeduizend
kilometer per uur. Als de lucht afkoelt, neemt de snelheid van de moleculen af, maar niet
veel. Op een koude dag op de noordpool is de gemiddelde snelheid van de moleculen nog
steeds zo’n vierhonderd meter per seconde. Alleen bij uiterst lage temperaturen, dicht bij
het absolute nulpunt (0 Kelvin is -273.15 ◦C) is de beweging van de moleculen getemperd.
Dit proefschrift beschrijft een methode om een bundel moleculen af te remmen en op
te sluiten. De temperatuur van de moleculen is dan 25 duizendste graad boven het abso-
lute nulpunt. Bij deze temperatuur is de gemiddelde snelheid van de moleculen nog maar
zo’n vijf meter per seconde, de snelheid van een ﬁetser die stevig doortrapt. Dit onder-
zoek is uitgevoerd in de vakgroep Molecuul- en Laserfysica van de Katholieke Universiteit
Nijmegen en het FOM-instituut voor plasmafysica ‘Rijnhuizen’.
Het vakgebied ‘molecuulfysica’ heeft als doel de (chemische) eigenschappen van moleculen
te begrijpen vanuit hun bouwstenen. De methoden die hierbij gebruikt worden, kunnen we
in twee groepen onderscheiden: (i) bestudering van de absorptie van (zichtbaar) licht door
moleculen (spectroscopie), en (ii) de bestudering van botsingen tussen moleculen. Beide
methoden maken veelvuldig gebruik van lasers, vandaar de toevoeging in de naam van
de vakgroep. De mogelijkheid om moleculen af te koelen heeft grote consequenties voor
zowel botsingsonderzoek als spectroscopie. Deze consequenties staan in detail beschreven
in hoofdstuk I, hiervan volgt nu een korte samenvatting. Na samengevat te hebben waarom
we moleculen willen afkoelen, zal kort worden uitgelegd hoe we dit doen.
6.1 Waarom willen wij moleculen afkoelen?
6.1.1 Spectroscopie
Wanneer licht door een gas wordt geleid, worden alleen bepaalde kleuren geabsorbeerd. En
andersom; wanneer een gas wordt verhit zal het alleen bepaalde kleuren licht uitzenden.
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Figuur 6.1: De snelheidsverdeling van ammoniakgas bij 293 Kelvin (20 ◦C) en bij 25 mil-
liKelvin (25 duizendste graad boven het absolute nulpunt (-273.15 ◦C)).
Een voorbeeld hiervan is de oranjegele kleur van een natriumlamp, of de karakteristieke
blauwe kleur die het CH-molecuul uitzendt in een gasvlam. Overigens absorberen de
meest voorkomende moleculen zoals stikstof en zuurstof voornamelijk ultraviolet licht en
geen zichtbaar licht, vandaar dat lucht doorzichtig is. Door heel precies het spectrum van
een molecuul te meten, leert men hoe een molecuul opgebouwd is. In de laatste eeuw heeft
de nauwkeurigheid waarmee de frequenties van het geabsorbeerde licht bepaald kunnen
worden een grote vlucht genomen. Zo is de laagste overgangsfrequentie van waterstof
gemeten met een nauwkeurigheid van 10−14. Als de afstand tussen de aarde en de zon met
dezelfde nauwkeurigheid opgemeten zou worden, zou deze een afwijking van minder dan
een millimeter hebben.
Uiteindelijk wordt de nauwkeurigheid waarmee we een overgang in een molecuul kunnen
meten beperkt door de tijd die we hebben om het molecuul te bestuderen. Hoe sneller het
molecuul beweegt, hoe korter we het molecuul kunnen bestuderen, en hoe slechter de
overgangsfrequentie bepaald kan worden. We kunnen dit vergelijken met het bestuderen
van een vlieg: hoe sneller deze beweegt, hoe slechter we deze zien.
6.1.2 Botsingen
Spectroscopie aan koude moleculen geeft in essentie dezelfde informatie als spectroscopie
aan warme moleculen, alleen de precisie van de metingen is vele malen hoger. Botsingen
tussen koude moleculen verlopen daarentegen geheel anders dan botsingen tussen warme
moleculen. De quantummechanica leert ons dat moleculen zich bij lage temperaturen
steeds minder als een deeltje gedragen en steeds meer als een golf. Dit is een gevolg van
Heisenbergs beroemde onzekerheidsrelatie; hoe beter we de snelheid van een deeltje weten,
hoe slechter wij zijn positie kunnen bepalen. Bij kamertemperatuur is de lengte van de golf
die geassocieerd wordt met een ammoniakmolecuul zo’n 0,3 A˚ngstro¨m (0,3×10−10 meter)
drie keer kleiner dan de (klassieke) afstand tussen de atomen waaruit het ammoniakmole-
cuul is opgebouwd. Bij 25 milliKelvin is deze golf 23 A˚ngstro¨m, zo’n twintig keer groter
dan de afstand tussen de atomen. Dit heeft grote gevolgen voor botsingen tussen koude
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Figuur 6.2: Het is gemakkelijker om een vlieg te bestuderen wanneer hij stilzit dan
wanneer hij met hoge snelheid om ons heen vliegt. Hetzelfde gaat op voor moleculen; ze
zijn nauwkeuriger te bestuderen wanneer ze stilstaan.
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Figuur 6.3: Een polair molecuul in het veld gevormd door twee schuine platen. Wanneer
het molecuul met zijn positieve kant wijst naar de negatieve hoogspanning zal het een
kracht ondervinden in de richting van het hoogste elektrisch veld.
moleculen. Kunnen we bij kamertemperatuur de botsingen nog redelijk adequaat beschrij-
ven als botsende knikkers, bij zeer lage temperaturen zijn de botsingen beter voor te stellen
als interfererende golven. De mogelijkheid om dit soort exotische botsingen en reacties te
bestuderen is de voornaamste drijfveer achter het onderzoek zoals beschreven in dit proef-
schrift.
6.2 Hoe kunnen wij moleculen afkoelen?
6.2.1 Polaire moleculen
Polaire moleculen zijn moleculen waarvan de lading niet homogeen over het molecuul
verdeeld is; de ene helft van het molecuul is meer negatief geladen en de andere helft
meer positief geladen. Wanneer een polair molecuul zich in een elektrisch veld bevindt
zal de ene helft van het molecuul een kracht ondervinden in de richting van het elektrisch
veld en de andere helft een kracht tegen de richting van het elektrische veld in. In een
niet homogeen elektrisch veld, dat wil zeggen, in een elektrisch veld wat niet overal gelijk
is, zullen de aantrekkende kracht en de afstotende kracht elkaar niet precies opheﬀen. In
Fig. 6.3 is zo’n situatie geschetst; een polair molecuul bevindt zich in het veld tussen twee
ijzeren platen met daarop een spanning van +10 of −10 kilovolt. De resulterende kracht
is hierbij enigszins overdreven getekend, in werkelijkheid is deze netto kracht honderd-
miljoen keer kleiner dan de krachten op de beide helften afzonderlijk. De richting van
de kracht hangt af van hoe het molecuul staat ten opzichte van de velden. In Fig. 6.3
wijst de positieve kant van het molecuul naar de ijzeren plaat die verbonden is met de
negatieve hoogspanningsvoeding. In dit geval zal het molecuul een kracht ondervinden in
de richting van het hoogste elektrische veld. Als het molecuul precies andersom staat zal
het juist een kracht ondervinden in de richting van het laagste elektrische veld. quantum-
mechanica leert ons dat een molecuul alleen bepaalde orie¨ntaties ten opzichte van het veld
mag aannemen. Als het molecuul eenmaal op een bepaalde manier georie¨nteerd is, zal het
die orie¨ntatie houden. Alleen door licht te absorberen kan het van toestand veranderen.
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Figuur 6.4: Schematische voorstelling van een polair molecuul dat zich bevindt in het
veld gevormd door twee cylindervormige elektroden. Wanneer het molecuul een laagveld-
zoeker is, zal het worden afgeremd wanneer het het veld invliegt. Als we nu het veld
uitschakelen terwijl het molecuul zich nog tussen de elektrodes bevindt, zal het molecuul
zijn lagere snelheid behouden.
Moleculen die aangetrokken worden door hoge elektrische velden noemen wij hoogveld-
zoekers en moleculen die juist afgestoten worden door hoge elektrische velden noemen wij
laagveldzoekers. In hoofdstuk II wordt de interactie tussen polaire moleculen en elektrische
velden uitgebreid beschreven.
6.2.2 De afremmer
In Fig. 6.4 zijn twee elektrodes getekend met daarop een negatieve en een positieve hoogspan-
ning. Als een laagveldzoekend molecuul het elektrisch veld invliegt zal het een afstotende
kracht ondervinden. Hierdoor zal het een beetje afremmen. Als we niks doen zal het
molecuul weer versnellen als het het veld uitvliegt. Als we echter het veld uitschakelen
terwijl het molecuul zich nog tussen de elektrodes bevindt, dan zal het niet versnellen en
zijn (lagere) snelheid behouden. Door een aantal elektrodes in serie te plaatsen en de volt-
ages op de elektrodes steeds op het juiste moment aan en uit te schakelen kunnen we het
molecuul steeds een beetje verder afremmen. De truc is nu om de voltages zo te schakelen
dat zoveel mogelijk moleculen worden afgeremd. Hoe dit het beste gedaan kan worden,
wordt afgeleid in hoofdstuk III.
Om de beweging van de moleculen in de afremmer te begrijpen blijkt het heel nuttig
te zijn om een plot te maken met op de horizontale as de positie van het wolkje moleculen
ten opzichte van een referentiemolecuul (het zogenaamde synchrone molecuul) en op de
verticale as de snelheid ten opzichte van dit referentie molecuul. Dit heet een fase-ruimte-
plot, u zult in dit proefschrift meerdere van dit soort plaatjes vinden. Op de voorkant
staat een fase-ruimte-plot op twee verschillende posities in de afremmer (zie ook Fig. 3.10).
Hoofdstuk III bevat een uitgebreide discussie over de beweging van de moleculen in de
afremmer. In dat hoofdstuk vindt u ook de eerste demonstratie van de afremmer.
Het lijkt triviaal om ook hoogveldzoekende moleculen af te remmen met elektrische
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Figuur 6.5: Schematische weergave van de experimentele opstelling die we gebruikt
hebben om polaire moleculen af te remmen en op te sluiten. De hele opstelling bevindt
zich in twee vacuu¨mkamers. Door een klepje heel kort open te zetten, expandeert een
wolkje ammoniakmoleculen in het vacuu¨m. Moleculen die recht vooruit bewegen komen
via een klein gaatje in de tweede kamer. Op deze manier ontstaat een bundel moleculen.
Met de afremmer worden de moleculen tot stilstand gebracht en vervolgens opgesloten in
een elektrostatische val. De moleculen worden gedetecteerd door ze te ioniseren met een
laser en door de resulterende ionenstroom te meten.
velden, met als enkel verschil dat we nu de voltages op de elektrodes aan moeten schakelen
als het molecuul het elektrische veld verlaat, in plaats van als het molecuul het veld in vliegt.
Helaas is dit niet zo eenvoudig. Voor de elektrode-geometrie geschetst in Fig. 6.4 bevindt
zich het hoogste elektrisch veld op de elektrodes. Hoogveldzoekende moleculen voelen dus
een kracht in de richting van de elektrodes en, als wij geen voorzorgsmaatregelen nemen,
zullen zij zich daartegen te pletter vliegen. In hoofdstuk IV wordt een elektrode-geometrie
beschreven waarmee hoogveldzoekende moleculen wel afgeremd en bij elkaar gehouden
kunnen worden.
6.2.3 De val
Hoofdstuk V vormt in vele opzichten het hoogtepunt van dit proefschrift. In dit hoofdstuk
wordt beschreven hoe een bundel ammoniakmoleculen wordt afgeremd tot bijna stilstand.
Op dit punt zijn de moleculen te traag om aan het elektrische veld te ontsnappen en
kunnen wij ze opsluiten in een elektrostatische val. De essentie¨le onderdelen van de op-
stelling waarmee we dit gedaan hebben zijn schematisch getekend in Fig. 6.5. De hele
opstelling bevindt zich in twee metalen kamers (met een doorsnede van tien centimeter
en een lengte van bijna een meter) die vacuu¨m zijn gezogen. De molecuulbundel beweegt
van links naar rechts. Door heel kort een klepje te openen expandeert een wolkje am-
moniakgas in het vacuu¨m. Alleen moleculen die rechtdoor vliegen gaan via een klein gat
de tweede kamer binnen waar zich de afremmer bevindt. De gemiddelde snelheid van de
moleculen is dan een paar honderd meter per seconde. Met een hexapoollens wordt de
bundel gefocusseerd in de afremmer. De afremmer bestaat uit 64 sets van elektrodes en
is ongeveer 35 centimeter lang. Alle elektrodes hangen aan vier palen die verbonden zijn
met vier hoogspanningsvoedingen. Met de afremmer worden de moleculen afgeremd tot
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Figuur 6.6: Doorsnede van de val. Door op de ring-elektrode een spanning te zetten
ontstaat een elektrisch veld dat nul is in het midden en toeneemt verder naar buiten toe.
Moleculen in laagveldzoekende toestanden voelen een kracht in de richting van het nulpunt
en kunnen, wanneer ze onvoldoende kinetische energie hebben, hieraan niet ontsnappen.
een snelheid van een paar meter per seconde. De langzame moleculen worden in de val
gefocusseerd met een ring-elektrode die achter de afremmer is gemonteerd. De val bestaat
uit een ring-elektrode en twee metalen doppen, de twee doppen zijn op zeven millimeter
afstand van elkaar gemonteerd. Een doorsnede van de val is geschetst in Fig. 6.6. Door een
spanning op de ring-elektrode van de val te zetten ontstaat een elektrisch veld dat nul is in
het centrum van de trap en naar buiten toe toeneemt, zie de onderzijde van Fig. 6.6. Een
molecuul in een laagveldzoekende toestand zal een kracht ondervinden naar het midden
van de val toe. Wanneer moleculen heel koud zijn, en dus traag, hebben ze onvoldoende en-
ergie om aan het elektrische veld te ontsnappen. Als we de spanning op de ring-elektrode
op het juiste moment aanschakelen, zijn de langzame moleculen opgesloten als knikkers
in een knikkerputje. Een belangrijk verschil met deze knikkers is dat de moleculen geen
wrijving ondervinden in het elektrische veld; zij zullen onvermoeibaar heen en weer blijven
bewegen. De moleculen maken geen thermisch contact met de elektrodes van de val; de
elektrodes hebben de temperatuur van de opstelling, het opgesloten wolkje moleculen heeft
een temperatuur van 25 duizendste boven het absolute nulpunt. Door twee gaten in de
ring-elektrode kunnen we een laserbundel schijnen om botsingen in de val te bestuderen
of, met heel hoge resolutie, spectroscopie te doen aan de opgesloten moleculen.
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